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Chiu, Charles Yicheng. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2016. The Effects of
Chloride-based Deicing Chemicals on Degradation of Portland Cement Mortars with
Alkali Reactive Aggregate. Major Professor: Jan Olek.
The assessment of the influence of deicing chemicals on alkali reactivity of aggregates is
still an area of active research, particularly with respect to the combined effects of long-
term exposure to deicers, freezing and thawing cycles, and wetting and drying cycles.  In
order to develop a more comprehensive view of these topics, the present study was
conducted in three phases.  The focus of the first phase was on studying the effects of the
chloride-based deicers on the alkali silica reaction (ASR) using accelerated test methods
(i.e. the test was performed at high temperature (80 °C) as per modified ASTM C1260).
The second phase focused on the effect of deicers on the ASR under prolonged exposure
to freezing and thawing (F/T) and wetting and drying (W/D) cycles.  The aim of the third
phase was on establishing the e effects of chloride-based deicing chemicals on the
aggregates alone (i.e. without the presence of hydrated paste) using both, the reactive and
non-reactive aggregates and exposing them to deicers at 4 °C, 23 °C and 80 °C. The silica
sand (nearly pure quartz from Ottawa, IL) was used as (nominally) non-reactive aggregate
and Jobe sand (mixed quartz/chert/ feldspar material from near El Paso, TX) was used as
a reactive aggregate in this study. The soak solutions used in the experiments were DI water,
xix
xix
1 N NaOH, and three chloride-based deicers (NaCl, MgCl2 and CaCl2) with nearly-eutectic
concentrations.
The results of Phase 1 of the study showed that the mortar bars with reactive aggregate
(Jobe sand) stored in NaCl solution developed higher expansion than those stored in MgCl2
and CaCl2 solutions. The examination of the microstructure using the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) revealed that exposure of mortar with reactive aggregate to NaCl
initiated and accelerated the ASR at early ages and that there was no evidence that MgCl2
and CaCl2 contributed to ASR.  However, after relatively short (about 150 days) period of
exposure to MgCl2 solution at 80 °C, mortar bars started to disintegrate, irrespective of
whether they contained reactive or non-reactive aggregates.  This was attributed to the
chemical attach of the deicer on the cementitious matrix and formation of large amounts of
gypsum within the microstructure.
The results of Phase 2 showed that the specimens exposed to CaCl2 expand most in the F/T
test while the specimens exposed to MgCl2 expanded most in the W/D test.  The
microstructural analysis of the specimens revealed that the expansion of the mortars was
mainly caused by formation of the oxychloride phases and that it was related to
microcracking induced by the F/T cycles. The specimens exposed to MgCl2 had the highest
reduction of compressive strength, followed by the specimens exposed to CaCl2. On the
other hand, the compressive strength of the specimens exposed to NaCl in the W/D test
was even slightly higher than the strength of the reference samples exposed to deionized
xx
xx
(DI) water.  Even the prolonged exposure (up to 245 F/T and W/D cycles) did not produce
significant evidence of ASR during the tests period.
The results of Phase 3 demonstrated that, when exposed at 80 °C, the reactive Jobe sand
was capable to raise the pH value of the DI water, thus increasing the likelihood of initiating
the ASR.  Similarly, the level of Na+ ions in the 1N solution of NaOH in contact with Jobe
sand at 80 °C continued to decrease over time, confirming that the material was undergoing
ASR.  On the other hand, in the absence of cement paste the exposure to deicers did not
produce any significant evidence of ASR.
The overall conclusion from the study was that under certain exposure conditions the
deicers with alkali ions (i.e. NaCl) can increase the potential for ASR in the systems with
reactive aggregates whereas the effect of the other deicers is more related to the chemical





Portland cement concrete is the most common building material in the world, and it is
extensively used in construction of transportation infrastructure, including bridges and
pavements. The first concrete pavement in the US was reportedly constructed in 1894 in
Bellefontaine, Ohio [1].
Although, in general, portland cement concrete is very durable, prolonged exposure to
environmental loads (e.g. moisture, temperature, freezing and thawing cycles, weathering)
and to traffic loads will eventually result in reduced service life. In addition, the durability
of the concrete infrastructure can also be compromised by poor selection of the components,
(e.g. use of high alkali cement, alkali-reaction susceptible aggregate, frost-susceptible
aggregate, high water-cement ratio) or poor construction practices (e.g. lack of curing or
improper compaction and finishing).
In practice, depending on the particular location and exposure conditions, the overall
durability of any concrete element will ultimately be the result of combination of several
of the above mentioned variables. As an example, in the cold-climate regions of the world,
the safety of the travelling public requires application of deicing chemicals for snow and
2
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ice controlling purposes. Due to their effectiveness and relatively low cost, the chloride-
based deicers are the primary type of chemicals used in such applications. In addition to a
well-known accelerating effect on the corrosion of steel, chloride-based deicers can also
reduce durability of concrete itself by reacting with the components of cement paste and/or
aggregates [2].
1.2 Research Motivation
The review of the literature reveals that past studies on the effects of deicers on the
durability of concrete were mostly focused on chemical degradation of cement paste [3],
[4]. With respect to the role of deicers on the alkali-silica reaction (ASR), the focus of the
previous studies were, in general, on the accelerating effects of deicers when tested at
relatively low temperatures (≦38°C) and over comparatively short period of time (usually
28 days) [5], [6].
This research investigated portland cement based mortars containing reactive aggregate
and exposed to deicing chemicals by focusing not only on the degradation of the paste but
also on the effects of deicers on aggregates themselves. Moreover, in order to develop a
more complete understanding of the effects of deicing chemicals on ASR, this study
involved testing at high temperature of 80°C for a period up to 500 days.
In addition, the high temperature effects study was supplemented by the long-term
exposure experiments (Freezing/Thawing (F/T) and Wetting/Drying (W/D) tests) to
monitor the combined effects of these exposure conditions on ASR.
3
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1.3 Research Objectives and Scope
The objective of this research was to develop a more in-depth understanding of the role of
chloride-based deicers in causing or accelerating ASR. To achieve this goal, the following
objectives were addressed in this research.
 The first objective was to determine the mechanism of ASR in the presence of the
chloride-based deicers in mortars with and without reactive aggregates exposed to
different environmental conditions.
 The second objective was to investigate the mode of deterioration of the mortar
containing reactive aggregate when exposed to chloride-based deicers using
previously mentioned conditions.
 The third objective was to develop the correlation between the extent of ASR in the
presence of the chloride-based deicers under accelerated test conditions and the
simulated real environmental conditions.
The scope of this research mainly included the effects of the most common chloride-based
deicing chemicals (NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2) on ASR. This research was conducted in three
phases. The first phase included accelerated expansion experiments performed at the
temperature of 80°C; the second phase focused on the long-term exposure experiments
conducted at relatively low (compared to that used in the accelerated experiment)
temperatures. These tests included freezing/thawing (F/T) and wetting/drying (W/D) tests,
in which the temperature ranges will be -18°C to 23°C and 4°C to 23°C, respectively. The
4
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third phase of the study focused on the effects of deicers on aggregates alone (without
cement).
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The dissertation resulting from this research is organized into eight chapters. CHAPTER 1
presents the background of the study, objectives and scope. CHAPTER 2 contains literature
review of the past studies about the role of deicers in ASR. It covers the factors influencing
the origination of the ASR, mechanism of ASR, and the role of chlorides in the durability
of hydrated cement paste and aggregates. CHAPTER 3 presents the experimental plan of
the study, and includes the hypotheses and materials used in this study. The details of the
experiments and review of the test methods will be illustrated in each chapter of the
experiment phase. CHAPTER 4 presents the preliminary aggregate size effect test.
CHAPTER 5 is the Phase 1 experiment, which is the long term high temperature exposure
test (Mortar Bar Expansion Tests (Modified ASTM C1260)). CHAPTER 6 is the Phase 2
experiment, which contains the long term F/T and W/D exposure tests. CHAPTER 7 is the
Phase 3 experiment, which is the effects of deicers on aggregates alone test. The test results
are reported and analyzed in each chapter (CHAPTER 4 to CHAPTER 7) along with the
summary of the results and discussion of the findings. Finally, the conclusion of this
research is given in the CHAPTER 8.
5
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CHAPTER 2. ROLE OF CHLORIDES IN ALKALI SILICA REACTION
This chapter will first discuss the factors influencing ASR and then briefly introduce the
mechanism of ASR. After this discussion, the influence of deicing chemicals on the ASR
and on the durability of hydrated cement paste and aggregates will be presented.
2.1 Factors Influencing Alkali Silica Reaction
Alkali silica reaction can take place in concrete under specific conditions influenced by
many factors, which include the concentration of alkali and hydroxyl ions in the pore
solution, the presence of aggregates containing reactive silica, presence of sufficient
moisture from the outside sources (rainfall, seawater, or surface runoff), and other factors
such as temperature, type and concentration of deicing chemicals, etc.
Among these factors, the first three (availability of hydroxyl ions, aggregates with
amorphous (non-crystalline) silica, and moisture) constitute the main variables which
control the ASR process. In addition, the ASR can only be induced when all of these three
factors coexist.
Although the term “alkali” is used when referring to ASR, the ASR process is not
fundamentally the reaction between alkali ions and siliceous aggregate. Rather, it is a
6
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reaction between hydroxyl ions and aggregates [7] with the former being mostly supplied
by the system which needs to balance the positive (K+ and Na+) ions derived from highly
soluble alkali sulfates of potassium and sodium (K2SO4 and Na2SO4) present in cements.
The pH value of the pore solution of concrete made with high alkali cement can be up to
13.5 to 13.9; even in the concrete made with low alkali cement, the pH value can still be
between 12.7 and 13.1 [8]. This highly alkaline environment promotes the onset and
development of the ASR.
Desai [9] measured the expansion of mortar bars with high alkali cement and subjected to
the accelerated test (ASTM C1260 [10]) and compared it to the expansion of bars made
with low alkali cement. The results showed that there was no significant difference of
expansion between the mortar bars made with high (Na2Oeq. = 0.82%) and low (Na2Oeq. =
0.31%) alkali cement. (Note: Na2Oeq. symbols the equivalent alkali content. The “low”
alkali content was compared to the “high” alkali content in this study and it’s still capable
to provide highly alkaline environment in the pore solution.)
Another factor influencing the occurrence of the ASR is the content of amorphous silica in
the aggregates (both fine and coarse). The amorphous silica is composed of random
network of silicon tetrahedron. This irregular lattice structure has the spaces between the
groups of molecules so that it can imbibe hydroxyl ions to proceed with ASR [8]. Typically,
aggregates containing amorphous silica are known as reactive aggregates. However, some




Table 2.1 shows a list of reactive minerals and rock types organized in approximately
descending order of reactivity. The reactivity of these aggregates was investigated or tested
in the field or/and laboratory. However, this list of potentially reactive aggregates is not
exhaustive.
Table 2.1 Reactive minerals and rock types [12]
Reactive Minerals
(Descending order of reactivity) Reactive Rock Types
Amorphous silica (Volcanic glass ) Volcanic rocks (e.g. tuffs, andesite)
Opal







Chalcedony Gneiss, schist, phyllite, argillite, slate
Other cryptocrystalline forms of silica Granite, granodiorite, charnockite
Metamorphically granulated and
distorted quartz




Pure quartz occurring in perfect crystals
As already mentioned, moisture (water) is also very important with respect to sustaining
the ASR. Specifically, it was found that ASR occurs only when the internal relative
humidity (RH) is higher than 80% [9]. Moreover, ASR can only take place when the above
three factors coexist. As with any chemical reaction, temperature also impacts the rate of
ASR. It was found that ASR could be accelerated at elevated temperature [9].
The presence of deicing chemicals is another important factor that influences the
occurrence of ASR. As an example, research findings show that potassium acetate
(CH3COOK, or KAc) deicer caused the largest expansion (and severe cracking) of test
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specimens compared to other deicers (potassium formate, sodium acetate, sodium formate)
[12], [13]. Chloride-based deicers such as sodium chloride (NaCl) may also accelerate ASR.
The specific role of chlorides in ASR will be discussed in Section 2.4.
2.2 Mechanism of Alkali Silica Reaction
As already discussed, the alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is a reaction taking place in concrete
between highly alkaline pore solution and reactive aggregates in the presence of moisture.
Based on Ichikawa and Miura’s [14] study of chemical reactions associated with ASR, they
suggested that the first step in this degradation process involves breaking-up of the siloxane
(≡Si–O–Si≡) bonds in the aggregate by the hydroxyl ions present in the pore solution. This
process generates alkali silicate species and silicic acid, as seen in Eq. (1).
≡Si–O–Si≡ + Na+ (or K+) + OH– → ≡Si–O–Na (or K) + H–O–Si≡ (1)
The silicic acid is a weak acid. Therefore, it can react immediately with hydroxyl ions and
alkalies present in the solution to form alkali silicate, as shown in Eq. (2).
Na+ (or K+) + OH– + H–O–Si≡ → ≡Si–O–Na (or K) +H2O                       (2)
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The resulting alkali silicate gel is highly hygroscopic and can easily take-up water as shown
in Eq. (3).
≡Si–O–Na (or K) + nH2O→ ≡Si–O–--(H2O)n + Na+ (or K+)             (3)
That uptake of water leads to significant increase in volume which will, in turn, lead to the
expansion and cracking of the aggregate under continued exposure to moisture. In addition,
the decreasing concentration of the alkali ions (Na+ and K+) in the pore solution due to the
consumption to form ASR gel could be explained by the first order reaction, which is
suggested to be able to express the rate of ASR in the cementitious system containing
highly reactive aggregate [15].
Figure 2.1 shows ASR gel in micro cracks that extended from the reactive aggregate
particles into the paste. As already mentioned, the swelling of the gel can lead to cracking
(Figure 2.2), spalling and loss of the strength of concrete. Research by Swamy and Al-
Asali [16] showed that the loss of compressive strength is only about 12% at 0.1%
expansion, while the loss of flexural strength is about 50% at the same level of expansion.
Furthermore, the elastic modulus loss at this stage is about 20%.
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Figure 2.1 ASR gel in micro-cracks which extended from aggregate into paste [17]
Figure 2.2 Characteristic crack pattern associated with the ASR [18]
2.3 Chloride-Based Deicing Chemicals
Various inorganic salts and organic compounds are used as deicing chemicals in the cold
regions of the world. These materials lower the freezing point of water and thus prevent
(or delay) formation of the ice on the surface of the pavements.
The inorganic salts typically used for deicing purpose include sodium chloride (NaCl),
magnesium chloride (MgCl2), calcium chloride (CaCl2), and potassium chloride (KCl).
The typical organic compounds used in deicing applications include calcium magnesium




(CHO2K, or KFm), sodium formate (HCOONa, or NaFm), and calcium formate
(Ca(HCOO)2, or CaFm). The focus of this research is on the most common chloride-based
deicers, i.e. NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2.
The NaCl has the longest history of application as a pavement deicer. It is typically used
either in the solid form or in the form of a brine with nearly eutectic (i.e. 23.3 wt%)
concentration. At this concentration, the freezing point of the brine is about -21 °C. MgCl2
deicer is produced from natural brines. Its freezing point is at -33 °C at the eutectic
concentration of 21.6 wt%.
When utilized as a deicer, CaCl2 can be used in the form of liquid, flakes, and pellets. It is
often derived from natural well brines. At the eutectic concentration of 29.8 wt%, CaCl2
has a freezing point of about -51 °C, which is the lowest compared to the freezing points
of NaCl and MgCl2. As a result, CaCl2 is more effective in the extremely low temperature
environment. However, its use is limited due to the higher cost and high corrosivity with
respect to the reinforce steel in concrete pavement.
2.4 Effects of Aggregate Size on Alkali Silica Reaction
Dunant and Scrivener [19] used numerical simulations to model ASR and they suggested
that the expansion caused by ASR is step by step, which starts with the cracking of
aggregates and the elastic deformation of the paste. Then, both aggregate and paste make
the expansion during the transition period. Finally, the paste cracking and the exhaustion
of reactive materials lead to the expansion. In addition, they proposed that the aggregate
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size can affect the damage evolution by the propagation of cracks in different size
aggregates and by the interaction between expanding and non-expanding aggregates in a
densely packed microstructure.
With the Chinese autoclave method, Zhang et al. [20] found that the expansion decreased
with the increase of the aggregate size from 0.15 to 5 mm. Moreover, since the aggregate
size grading could affect the ASR expansion, sigle-size aggregate grading was
recommended for the evaluation of the aggregate-alkali reactivity. This also verified
Diamond and Thaulow’s research results [21] that the larger aggregates in the specimen,
the smaller expansion observed at the early age. However, the expansion increased
continuously at later ages.
Nishibayashi and Yamura’s research [22] showed similar results that when containing only
reactive fine aggregate, the remarkable expansion of specimens was observed at early ages
and then became constant. Nevertheless, when containing only reactive coarse aggregate,
the expansion of specimens grew slowly at the early age but continued for a prolonged
time. In addition, a study by Multon et al. [23] showed that no expansion of mortars
containing small crushed aggregate (under 80 µm) was measured while the mortars with
coarse crushed aggregate (0.63-1.25 mm) gave the largest expansion (0.33%).
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2.5 Role of Chlorides in the Durability of Concrete and Mortar
The deicing chemicals can react with cementitious materials resulting in damage to the
concrete pavement [24]. These damage can be distinguished into two main types: physical
and chemical damage.
Farnam concluded [25] the process of the physical damage, which was 1) high-degree
saturated concrete exposed to F/T cycles [26]–[31], 2) scaling of concrete surfaces [32]–
[35], 3) crystallized salt filled in concrete pores leading to the production of internal stress
[36]–[38], and 4) reinforcement corrosion due to the expansive forces with the use of
deicing salt [39], [40]. Moreover, other studies indicated that even though the concrete did
not subject to the F/T cycles, the damage in cementitious materials still could occur with
the use of deicing salt [34], [41]–[46]. This might be regarding of the chemical damage due
to the formation of Friedel’s salt, Kuzel’s salt [42], [45]–[47], and/or expansive calcium
oxychloride. It could be also caused by the changes in the pore solution properties [28],
[41] or the changes of the hydration products microstructure [43], [44], [46].
2.5.1 Role of Chlorides in the Durability of Hydrated Cement Paste
Chloride-based deicers could reduce the durability of the hydrated cement paste. With
acoustic emission and low-temperature calorimetry, Farnam et al. [41] found that the
specimens made with hydrated cement powder in high concentrations of NaCl solution in
a temperature range between 0°C and 8°C showed the unexpected phase change, which
was an additional phase at the temperature above the liquidus line. This might explain that
the additional phase produced the expansion resulting in premature damage such as
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cracking during F/T with the use of high concentration salt solutions, even though freezing
of the solution was not occurring.
Farnam’s research team [48] also found that MgCl2 can be entirely consumed by chemical
reactions with cementitious materials and form CaCl2. The mortars exposed to lower
concentration MgCl2 (< 10 wt%) for short term of F/T cycles were damaged due to ice
formation while the damage of the ones exposed to higher concentration (≥ 10 wt%) was
caused by the rapidly (within 5-10 min) chemical reactions between MgCl2 and
cementitious materials at room temperature (23 °C).
Regarding of CaCl2, Farnam et al. [25], [49] observed that CaCl2 might dissolve Ca(OH)2
and cause leaching. In addition, Ca(OH)2 could react with CaCl2 and H2O to form the
expansive calcium oxychloride, which can damage the concrete at the temperature above
freezing. Its formation can also decrease the fluid penetration into concrete. Moreover, it
was found that when the concentration of CaCl2 more than 11.3 wt%, calcium oxychloride
forms rapidly and is stable at room temperature (23 °C). Peterson et al. [50] proposed that
heating and drying could cause calcium oxychloride hydrate (3CaO•CaCl2•15H2O or
3CaO•CaCl2•12H2O) to become partially hydrated CaCl2•Ca(OH)2•2H2O phase along with
minor portlandite (Ca(OH)2) and calcite (CaCO3). When subjected to rewetting,
CaCl2•Ca(OH)2•2H2O phase formed pure calcite.
A recent study by Shi et al. [4] showed that the compressive strength of the concrete
specimens exposed to 30 wt% MgCl2 was reduced by 15% while the compressive strength
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of specimens exposed to 30 wt% CaCl2 and 23 wt% NaCl increased about 10% after
ponding the concrete samples with different deicers at room temperature for 338 days.
Darwin et al. [51] conducted weekly cycles wetting and drying tests using concrete
specimens exposed to distilled water and in solutions of sodium chloride, calcium chloride,
magnesium chloride, and calcium magnesium acetate (CMA) with either a 6.04 molal ion
concentration or a 1.06 molal ion concentration for periods of up to 95 weeks. They found
that about 15% relative dynamic modulus of elasticity (RDME) loss in 10 weeks could be
seen from the concrete specimens exposed to high (6.04 M) concentration MgCl2 solution
while the same loss of RDME was found in 80 weeks from the specimens exposed to low
(1.06 M) concentration MgCl2 solution. In particular, exposure to high concentration of
CaCl2 and MgCl2 caused significant loss of material (visual evaluation) and a 15%
reduction of relative dynamic modulus in 10 weeks.
In 2008, Sutter et al. [46] conducted cyclical temperature test, in which mortar specimens
were cycled between being submerged in deicers at –15 ºF (-26 ºC) for 20 hours to being
in air at 135 ºF (57 ºC) for 20 hours. These researchers reported that both the MgCl2 and
CaCl2 chemically interacted with hardened portland cement paste resulting in expansive
cracking, increased permeability, and a significant loss of compressive strength (a
reduction of 57% and 11% after 568 days of exposure to MgCl2 and CaCl2, respectively).
In contrast, the chemical interaction between NaCl and hardened cement paste was minimal
to none existent. These observations imply that, in general, the mechanism of attack of
hardened cement paste is a chemical reaction between chlorides and cement hydration
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products. The reaction results in the dissolution of the hardened cement paste (often near
exterior of the specimen) and formation of expansive oxychloride phases.
By conducting W/D and F/T tests and examining the samples with scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), Cody et al. [52] found that MgCl2 and CaCl2 would contribute to
higher deterioration of concrete than NaCl would. Lee et al. [3] and Cody et al. [53]
reported similar results and suggested that chloride solutions commonly promoted
decalcification of paste and altered ettringite to produce chloroaluminate. MgCl2 caused
the most severe paste deterioration by forming brucite (Mg(OH)2) and non-cementitious
magnesium silicate hydrate (MSH). CaCl2 could also cause deterioration in concrete
containing reactive dolomite coarse aggregate by enhancing dedolomitization reactions
that release magnesium to form brucite and MSH. In comparison, NaCl was much less
deleterious than MgCl2 and CaCl2.
Jain et al. [54] conducted W/D and F/T tests using the concrete specimens exposed to three
chloride-based deicers (NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2) with total ion concentration of the deicers
of 10.5 molal for W/D exposure and 5.5 molal for F/T exposure. The results showed that
the specimens exposed to CaCl2 solution developed visible surface deterioration and
reduced 15% relative dynamic modulus of elasticity (RDME) values after only 154 W/D
cycles while the specimens exposed to MgCl2 solution had the same reduction of RDME
values after 300 W/D cycles. The RDME values of the specimens stored in NaCl solution
increased consistently during the entire test period (350 cycles).
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After 240 F/T cycles, the specimens exposed to CaCl2 solution suffered extensive surface
scaling, whereas no scaling and only some minor cracking was observed along the edges
of specimens exposed to MgCl2 solution. In addition, both exposure solutions affected
RDME values of the specimens similarly (RDME was reduced to about 80% after 240 F/T
cycles). However, the reduction of RDME happened much earlier for the specimens
exposed to CaCl2 solution compared to those in MgCl2 solution. These specimens lost 10%
of the initial value of the RDME after about 90 F/T cycles, whereas specimens exposed to
MgCl2 solution showed similar loss after about 200 F/T cycles.
2.5.2 Role of Chlorides in Alkali Silica Reaction (ASR)
A study on ASR under the influence of chloride based deicers by Desai [9] showed that
exposure to 3 wt% of NaCl and KCl caused higher expansion of mortar bar specimens
containing the reactive aggregate than did exposure to 1 N sodium hydroxide (NaOH). In
addition, 3 wt% CaCl2 and MgCl2 showed no effect on ASR of the specimens containing
reactive aggregate up to 28 days exposure to deicers at the temperature of 80 °C.
Kawamura et al. [55] conducted EDXA analysis (up to 90 days), expansion test (up to 200
days) and pore solution analysis (up to 100 days) of mortar specimens containing reactive
aggregate (calcined flint) immersed in NaCl solution at 38°C. The results illustrated that
the promotion of expansion of mortars in NaCl solution was attributed to the progress of
the ASR in central portions of reactive grains in mortars, which is responsible for a rise of
hydroxyl ion concentration in the pore solution. It implies that chloride ions played an
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important role in raising hydroxyl ion concentration in the pore solution and accelerated
the ASR.
Kawamura and Ichise [5] performed expansion test (up to 180 days) and pore solution
analysis (up to 30 days) using the mortar specimens with reactive aggregate (Beltane
opaline rock crushed and sieved to between 1.2 and 0.6 mm). In their study, the NaCl and
CaCl2 were added to specimens during the mix stage. The amount of NaCl and CaCl2 were
determined so that the chloride ion addition levels were 0.65, 1.23, 1.80, 2.37 and 3.52%
by weight of cement. Their results showed that the higher the Cl- ion content, the larger the
ultimate expansion for the NaCl-bearing specimens. However, the CaCl2-bearing
specimens with 1.23% Cl- ion content had the largest ultimate expansion comparing to
other Cl- ion contents. In addition, CaCl2-bearing mortars expanded more slowly and had
lower ultimate expansion than those with NaCl containing the same Cl- ion content. The
increase in expansion of specimens in the NaCl-bearing mortars appeared to be related to
an acceleration of ASR in the presence of chloride ions at the early stage within 24 hours
after casting. Nixon et al. [56] also added NaCl to the specimens during the mixing stage
and found that the concentration of hydroxyl ion increased to a level similar to that
produced by a portland cement with an equivalent alkali level.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL PLAN
3.1 Introduction
The experimental plan presented in this chapter aims at providing logical and practical
methodology for achieving the objectives of this research as stated in Section 1.3. The
hypotheses for this study are given in the next section (Section 3.2). This is followed by
the proposed research approach (Section 3.3). A schematic of the experimental plan is
provided in Figure 3.1. It provides overview of each of the three phases of the study. The
last section (Section 3.4) of this chapter provides information about materials used in each
of the three phases of this research.
3.2 Hypotheses
The review of literature presented in CHAPTER 2 indicates that MgCl2 and CaCl2 deicers
are capable of chemically reacting with hardened cementitious matrix and cause more
extensive deterioration of concretes with non-reactive aggregates than NaCl. On the other
hand, NaCl was found to have more destructive effects (in terms of expansion) on concretes
with reactive aggregate than did MgCl2 and CaCl2. As a result, the focus of this study was
on evaluating the differences in performance of concretes with both reactive and non-
reactive aggregates when exposed to various deicing chemicals.
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Based on the findings from the literature review and on the results of preliminary aggregate
size effect tests (see CHAPTER 4), the hypotheses with respect to the effects of chloride-
based deicing chemicals on degradation of portland cement mortars with alkali reactive
aggregate can be formulated as follows:
 Only the NaCl deicer is able to react with reactive aggregates and initiate/accelerate
the ASR. MgCl2 and CaCl2 deicers only react with cement hydration products and
alter the microstructure of hydrated paste but not react with the aggregates.
 MgCl2 damages the mortar mainly by chemically reacting with calcium hydroxide
to form calcium oxychloride and magnesium oxychloride, both of them can lead to
severe expansion and cracking in paste matrix rather than accelerating the ASR. In
contrast with MgCl2, NaCl deteriorates mortar mainly by accelerating ASR to form
expansive ASR gel, and this process is highly dependent on reaction rate, which, in
turn, is affected by temperature.
 The CaCl2 deicer will cause higher deteriorations of paste in specimens exposed to
low (-18 °C) temperature as compared to high (80 °C) temperature.
 Under F/T exposure in the presence of chloride-based deicers (MgCl2 = 15 wt%
and CaCl2 = 17 wt%), the deterioration of portland cement mortars would be first
caused by chemical reactions between hydrated paste and deicing salts and then by
the physically F/T effect, whereas acceleration of ASR induced chemically by





The experimental plan of this study consisted of three main phases. The first phase focused
on studying the effect of deicers on ASR using accelerated test methods (i.e. the test was
performed at high temperature (80 °C) as per modified ASTM C1260 [10]). The focus of
the second phase of the study was on the simulation of the field conditions in a cold climate
with the specimens subjected to prolonged periods of exposure to freezing and thawing
(F/T) and wetting and drying (W/D) cycles. The third phase of the study focused on
evaluating the effects of chloride-based deicing chemicals on individual particles of both
reactive and non-reactive aggregates during their direct (i.e. without particles being
embedded in the paste matrix) exposure to deicers. As shown in Figure 3.1, each phase
involved several physical and chemical tests.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental plan
3.4 Materials
This section provides the description of main materials used in this study. These materials
included cement, aggregates and deicers.

































The cement was an ordinary Type I cement supplied by the Lafarge North America. The
mill test certificate for the cement is provided in the APPENDIX.
The fine aggregate used to prepare the mortar test specimens included the reactive Jobe
sand (sieved to 20-30 gradation) as well as a nominally non-reactive (control) Ottawa sand
(20-30 gradation). This gradation designation conforms to ASTM C778 [57] and indicates
that the sand will pass #20 sieve (850μm mesh opening) and will be retained on #30 sieve
(600μm mesh opening). The Jobe sand is a highly alkali reactive natural sand [58] while
Ottawa sand is composed almost entirely of naturally rounded grains of nearly pure quartz.
The chloride-based deicers used in this study included sodium chloride (NaCl), magnesium
chloride (MgCl2) and calcium chloride (CaCl2). The sodium chloride solution was obtained
from the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) in a form of a brine with a
concentration of 28.0 wt%. The original concentration of the MgCl2 solution was 30.5 wt%.
The product was supplied by Scotwood Industries, Inc. The liquid calcium chloride
solution (with the original concentration of 40.8 wt%) used in this study was donated by
INDOT. That deicer was originally purchased from Great Lakes Chloride Company [59].
Since the as-supplied concentrations of the deicers were higher than the desired
concentrations for use in this study, they were diluted with deionized (DI) water to obtain
the concentrations used for different phases of this research. More details are provided in
the individual chapter dealing with deicer exposure (i.e. CHAPTER 5 to CHAPTER 7).
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The next four chapters provides details of the experimental program developed from the
research approach presented in Section 3.3. According to the experimental plan shown in
Figure 3.1, the miniature concrete prism test (see CHAPTER 4) was conducted first in
order to evaluate the effects of aggregate size on the extent of the ASR deterioration and
to determine which aggregate size needs to be adopted in this research. Experiments
conducted in Phase 1 (see CHAPTER 5) were used to evaluate the effects of the long (up
to 500 days) exposure of specimens with and without reactive aggregate to high
temperature (as per modified ASTM C1260 test method) and to various deicers. The long
term F/T and W/D exposure experiments were performed in Phase 2 of the study (see
CHAPTER 6). As described in CHAPTER 7, Phase 3 focused exclusively on the effects
of deicers on the aggregates alone.
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CHAPTER 4. PRELIMINARY AGGREGATE SIZE EFFECT TEST
(THE MINIATURE CONCRETE PRISM TEST)
This chapter provides description of the experiments carried out during the preliminary
phase of the study to evaluate the effect of the aggregate size on the amount of the ASR
expansion test along with information about materials and procedures used in this test. The
preliminary aggregate size effect test of this research plays a preliminary role in this
research of making the decision of choosing the aggregate size. The aggregate size used in
the following experiments (Phase 1, 2 and 3) was based on the results of this test.
4.1 Detail of the Experimental Setting
This test was conducted to determine the influence of aggregate size on the expansion of
the concrete prisms. Three different mixtures were used to prepare specimens for that test
(see Table 4.1). The mixture proportions of concrete materials used in preparing the
specimens are shown in Table 4.2. Each specimen used in the test measured 2 in. x 2 in. x
11.25 in. (51 mm x 51 mm x 285 mm) and four prisms were prepared from each mixture.
After casting, the molds containing the test specimens were placed for 24 hours in the
curing room (~100% relative humidity (RH) and 23 °C). The specimens were then removed
from the molds and placed for 24 hours in deionized (DI) water. Afterwards, the specimens
were immersed in 1 N NaOH solution and placed in an oven set to 60 °C. The length change
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of each specimen was measured at predetermined time intervals (typically 2-3 days in the
first 14 days and afterwards every 1-2 weeks) up to 84 days.
Table 4.1 Aggregate combinations used in the miniature concrete prism test
Mix # Coarse Aggregate Fine Aggregate
1 Adairsville limestone (non-reactive) Jobe sand (reactive)
2 Spratt limestone (reactive) Glasscock sand (non-reactive)
3 Adairsville limestone (non-reactive) Glasscock sand (non-reactive)
Table 4.2 Mixture proportions of concrete materials used in the miniature concrete prism
test
Cement content of the mix 420 kg/m3 (708 lb./yd3)
Water-to-Cement ratio 0.45
Coarse aggregate vol. fraction per unit
volume (dry)
0.65
Maximum size of Coarse Aggregate 12.5 mm (1/2 in.)
Coarse aggregate gradation
(% by weight of total coarse aggregate)
12.5 mm – 9.5 mm 57.5%
9.5 mm – 4.75 mm 42.5%
Fine aggregate
The volume of fine aggregate is
determined based on ACI 211 Absolute
Volume Method, i.e. subtracting the
volume of all the other ingredients from 1
m3 of concrete.
4.2 Experimental Results of Miniature Concrete Prism Test
The results of the expansion of miniature prism tests are summarized in Figure 4.1. It can
be observed that concrete bars containing the non-reactive (NR) coarse aggregate
(Adairsville limestone) and reactive (R) fine aggregate (Jobe sand) developed much higher
expansion than the bars prepared with reactive (R) coarse aggregate (Spratt limestone) and
non-reactive (NR) fine aggregate (Glasscock sand) and the controls (prepared with non-
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reactive (NR) coarse aggregate (Adairsville limestone) and non-reactive (NR) fine
aggregate (Glasscock sand)).
Figure 4.1 Expansion of concrete specimens in miniature concrete prism test (exposure to
1 N NaOH solution at 60 °C)
The results verified that fine aggregate would give more expansion at early ages comparing
to the coarse aggregate [20], [21]. In order to ensure that the meaningful expansion results
can be obtained within the reasonable time period, it was decided that the effects of
aggregates on the severity of ASR will be studied on mortar specimens (i.e. only fine



















Adairsville limestone (NR) + Jobe sand (R)
Spratt limestone (R) + Glasscock sand (NR)
Adairsville limestone (NR)+ Glasscock sand (NR)
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CHAPTER 5. PHASE 1 - LONG TERM HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE
(MORTAR BAR EXPANSION TESTS (MODIFIED ASTM C1260))
The focus of the first phase of the study was mainly on the expansion of mortar bars tested
according to the modified ASTM C1260 method. The modifications of the standard method
included the following: expanding the type and the number of soak solutions beyond the
ASTM C1260 standard (1 N NaOH) solution, extending the exposure time for up to 500
days, modifying the gradation of the aggregate, and using the deionized (DI) water for
initial (the first 24 hours) storage. Considering these changes, from now this test will be
referred to as the “modified ASTM C1260” test.
5.1 Details of the Experimental Setting and Analysis Method
The size of the mortar bars used in Phase 1 of this study was 1” x 1” x 11” (25.4 mm x 25.4
mm x 279.4 mm). As already mentioned in the previous section, the modifications of the
standard ASTM C1260 procedure for the purposes of this study included exposure of
mortar specimens to not only the 1 N NaOH solution but also to other liquids. These
included the deionized (DI) water and three different chloride-based deicers of nearly
eutectic compositions. The concentrations of the deicers were as follows: NaCl − 23 wt%,
MgCl2 − 25 wt%, and − 28 wt% CaCl2. These particular concentrations of the deicers were
selected to achieve roughly identical concentration of positive and negative ionic species
in each of the solutions.
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Also, as previously mentioned, the sand used in the modified ASTM C1260 version of the
test employed in this study was the 20-30 sand (as per ASTM C778) rather than the
standard C1260 sand. The comparison of the difference in gradation of these two sands is
provided in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Comparison of gradation of the ASTM C1260 sand [10] and the ASTM C778
20-30 sand [57]
Grading, percent passing sieve ASTM C1260 sand ASTM C778 20-30 sand
4.75 mm (No. 4) 100% -
2.36 mm (No. 8) 90% -
1.18 mm (No. 16) 65% 100%
850 µm (No. 20) - 85% -100%
600 µm (No. 30) 40% 0% - 5%
300 µm (No. 50) 15% -
150 µm (No. 100) 0% -
The reasons for using 20-30 gradation in this study (rather than the one given in the C1260
standard) were as follows: 1) the desire to use identical gradation for both, the reactive and
the non-reactive aggregate (see section 3.4), and 2) the desire to evaluate the aggregate-
alkali reactivity using single-size aggregate [20].
Each mortar was mixed and cast as per the ASTM C305 procedure [60]. Once cast, the
mortar bar specimens (Figure 5.1) were covered with damp burlap (Figure 5.2) and placed
in the curing room (~100% relative humidity (RH) and 23 °C) for 24 hours. After 24 hours
of curing, the specimens were removed from the molds and their initial length reading was
taken using the comparator. The specimens were then placed in a container with the DI
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water and transferred to the 80 °C oven where they were kept for 24 hours. The zero day
length reading was taken after the 24 hours of storage in 80 °C DI water. Following this,
the specimens were placed in one of the soak solutions and stored in the 80 °C oven for a
period of approximately 500 days. The expansion of the bars was measured at
predetermined time intervals. The containers used for storing specimens in various
solutions are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.




Figure 5.3 Containers used to store mortar bars with non-reactive (Ottawa) sand in
(from left to right) DI water, NaOH, NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2
Figure 5.4 Containers used to store mortar bars with reactive (Jobe) sand in
(from left to right) DI water, NaOH, NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2
Summary of test specimens and soak solution information for Phase 1 of the study is shown
in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5 Summary of types of mortars and exposure solutions used in Phase 1 of the
study
Long term high temperature exposure
Ottawa
sand


















In addition to measuring length changes of the mortar bars, Phase 1 of this study also
involved analysis of the pH value and determination of specific gravity (SG) of the soak
solutions. These measurements were performed right after the old solution was to be
replaced with the new one. The measurements of the pH values were conducted using the
pH electrode calibrated with pH 10 and pH 4 buffer solutions and verified with pH 7 buffer
solution. The specific gravity of the soak solution was determined using the 50 mL specific
gravity bottles. Once the exposure period was completed, small (~ 2 cm3) cubes were cut
out of the mortar bars and used for examination of the microstructure of the mortar. The
microstructure was examined by using the SEM-EDX method (Aspex®LLC personal
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) operated in the backscatter mode and equipped with
Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX)).
5.2 Experimental Results of Phase 1 - Long Term High Temperature Exposure
This section presents the results of expansion and soaks solution analysis for the modified
ASTM C1260 accelerated mortar bar test.
5.2.1 Expansion of Mortar Bars after Short Exposure Period
The expansion of mortar bars prepared with the non-reactive (Ottawa) sand and exposed
for the short (up to 28 days) period is shown in Figure 5.6. The results indicate that after
14 days of exposure the expansion of all mortar bars was below 0.1%. The mortar bars
stored in the MgCl2 show low (~0.04%) initial (during the first 2 days) shrinkage after
which they started a slow expansion, almost reaching their original length (i.e. 0%
expansion) at 28 days. On the other hand, the expansion of the mortar bars stored in the
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CaCl2 was the highest and reached the level of about 0.13% at 28 days. The bars stored in
DI water, NaCl, and NaOH solutions showed very low (between 0.02-0.03%) expansion.
Figure 5.6 Short term (up to 28 days) expansion of mortar bars with non-reactive
aggregate (Ottawa sand) immersed in different solutions at high temperature (80 °C)
Based on the limits proposed in the ASTM C1260 [10], expansions of the mortar bars
immersed in 1 N NaOH lower than 0.10% at 16 days after casting (14 days measurement)
are indicative of innocuous behavior (with the exception of some granitic gneisses and
metabasalts). Expansions of more than 0.20% at 16 days after casting (after 14 days of
expansion) are indicative of potentially deleterious expansion. Table 5.2 shows the
recommended expansion limit in ASTM C1260 [10].
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Table 5.2 ASTM C1260 [10] recommended expansion limits




< 0.10 % Innocuous behavior
> 0.20 % Potentially deleterious expansion
0.10 % ~ 0.20 %
Aggregates that are known to be innocuous and deleterious
in field performance. (It may also
be useful to take comparator readings until 28 days)
Thus, since the expansion of the mortar bars with Ottawa sand in 1 N NaOH is just 0.02%,
the Ottawa sand can be considered to be the non-reactive fine aggregate.
The expansion of mortar bars with the reactive (Jobe) sand is shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7 Short term (up to 28 days) expansions of mortar bars with reactive aggregate





























It can be seen that mortar bars stored in NaCl and NaOH solutions expanded much more
than any other bars. Specifically, the 14 days expansions of the specimens stored in NaCl
and NaOH were, respectively, 0.73% and 0.61%. The expansion of specimens stored in
CaCl2 reached 0.11% in 14 days.
Furthermore, the expansion of mortar bars stored in NaCl proceeded at a high rate for up
to 8 days and became relatively stable after 14 days. The expansion of mortar bars stored
in NaOH also proceeded at a relatively high rate but only for the first two days. Afterwards
the rate of expansion became more gradual but the 28 days values were very similar to
those of mortar bars stored in NaCl.
The mortar bars stored in MgCl2 showed some initial shrinkage (comparable to that
observed for mortars with non-reactive aggregate) after which they continued to expand at
a very minimal rate. Moreover, since the 14 days expansion of mortar bars stored in 1 N
NaOH was about 0.61%, the Jobe sand will definitely be classified as reactive based on the
ASTM C1260 [10] criteria.
The comparison of expansion of mortar bars with Ottawa sand and Jobe sand is shown in
Figure 5.8. After 28 days of exposure, the mortar bars with Jobe sand stored in CaCl2
showed slightly higher expansion than the mortar bars with Ottawa sand stored in the same
solution. There were no significant differences in the expansion of the specimens with Jobe
sand or Ottawa sand stored in DI water and MgCl2. Furthermore, the overall expansion
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levels for all bars stored in these solutions remained negligibly small (below 0.04%) at 28
days.
Figure 5.8 Comparison of short term (up to 28 days) expansions of mortar bars with
Ottawa sand and Jobe sand immersed in different solutions at high temperature (80 °C)
5.2.2 Expansion of Mortar Bars after Prolonged Exposure
The long-term exposure test was simply an extension of the short term test for up to 500
days. This section describes the expansion results of the Jobe sand and Ottawa sand mortar
bars exposed to the same solutions as those used in the short term period tests (i.e. 23 wt%
NaCl, 25 wt% MgCl2, 28 wt% CaCl2 and two control soak solutions of 1 N NaOH and DI

































mortar bars with Ottawa sand or Jobe sand are shown, respectively, in Figure 5.9 and Figure
5.10.
The expansion measurements of all Ottawa sand mortar bars were temporarily halted after
the bars stored in MgCl2 solution fell apart after 146 days of exposure. However, the
remaining bars were stored in their respective solutions which were kept at 80 °C and the
expansion measurements resumed after 257 days (i.e. there is 111 days long measurements
gap). Likewise, the expansion measurements of all the Jobe sand mortar bars stopped after
the bars stored in MgCl2 solution fell apart at 131 days. These measurements were
subsequently resumed at 242 days. Even though the measurements were paused for a
period of time, the before and after expansion trends shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10
look quite similar, indicating that the interruption in data collection most likely did not
result in overlooking some important changes in the behavior of the specimens.
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Figure 5.9 Expansion of mortar bars with non-reactive aggregate (Ottawa sand) during
the long term (up to 502 days) high temperature (80 °C) exposure period
Note: The soak solutions were replaced at the age of 70, 120, 271, 343, 398 and 453
days.
As seen from Figure 5.9, the expansion of the mortar bars prepared with non-reactive
aggregate (Ottawa sand) and immersed in the DI water and NaCl is showing a very slight
upward trend and reaches a value of about 0.07% after 146 days of exposure. This is a
maximum value of observed expansion and it did not change upon further exposure (for up
to 502 days). The set of mortar bars exposed to CaCl2 solution expanded at an accelerated
rate during the first 20 days. After that, the bars continued expanding with a slightly lower
rate and reaches about 0.31% of expansion after 146 days of exposure.  At this point, the
rate of expansion slowed considerably and remained essentially constant until the age of
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300 days. After this point, the expansion remained constant more or less reaching the value
around 0.3% after 502 days.
The expansion of bars exposed to NaOH solution was moderate for about the first 100 days
but after that it accelerated and reached the value of about 1.12% at 502 days. After
undergoing a small shrinkage during the first two days of exposure, the mortar bars stored
in the MgCl2 solution started a slow expansion to the level of about 0.04% at 120 days.
Interestingly, the rate of expansion of these bars significantly increased after the second
replacement of the soak solution (which took place at 120 days) and at 146 days the
cumulative expansion was around 0.30%. At that point, the bars started to crack and
disintegrated. Similar increase in the rate of expansion was also observed for the bars
exposed to the NaOH solution although, in this case, the acceleration of expansion did not
coincide with the replacement of the soak solution (i.e. it started at 114 days of exposure)
and the bars continued to expand up to 500 days.  Likewise, the replacement of the soak
solution did not change the expansion levels of bars exposed to the DI water, NaCl and
CaCl2 solutions.
Based on the research reported elsewhere, [9], the exposure of mortar bars with non-
reactive (Ottawa) sand to MgCl2 and CaCl2 solutions does not seem to initiate or accelerate
the ASR. This would imply that the observed expansions may be solely the result of the
effect of these deicers on the cement paste itself. The validity of this assumption was
verified by performing the microstructural analysis of the bars (see section 5.2.4). The
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expansion values for mortar bars prepared with the reactive aggregate (Jobe sand) are
shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10 Expansion of mortar bars with reactive aggregate (Jobe sand) during the long
term (up to 501 days) high temperature (80 °C) exposure period
Note: The soak solutions were replaced at the age of 55, 105, 256, 328, 383 and 438
days.
The bars immersed in NaCl show significant expansion during the initial stages of exposure
reaching the value of about 0.70% after only 10 days. After that point, the rate of expansion
stabilized and remained roughly constant (at about 0.82%) for the remainder of the test
period (up to 501 days). In contrast, the same type of mortar bars exposed to NaOH
continued to expand during the entire 501 days test period, at which point the value of































of expansion was much lower than that observed for bars stored in NaCl and NaOH
solutions.
The mortar bars stored in MgCl2 show some initial (during the first three days of exposure)
shrinkage. Past that initial period, the bars experienced a very slow expansion which lasted
up to about 105 days. After replacing the soak solution at 105 days, the expansion rate
increased sharply and the bars eventually disintegrated after reaching the value of
expansion of 0.22% at the age of 131days.  Similar to what was observed with the non-
reactive aggregate samples immersed in MgCl2 solution, the replacement of the soak
solution seems to have triggered the increase in the rate of expansion. It should be pointed
out that the replacement of any of the other soak solutions did not result in any changes in
the rate of expansion of the associated bars.
The comparison of expansion of mortar bars with Ottawa sand and Jobe sand after the long
(up to 500 days) exposure period is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of expansion of mortar bars with Ottawa sand and Jobe sand
during long term (up to 500 days) high temperature (80 °C) exposure period
The expansion of mortar bars stored in DI water was quite small (~0.08%) and was not
influenced by the type of aggregate used (i.e. it was the same for the bars with non-reactive
(Ottawa) and reactive (Jobe) sands). Similarly, the expansion of the bars stored in CaCl2
did not depend on the type of aggregate although, in this case, the ultimate expansion was
much higher (~0.28%) than the one observed for DI water (~0.08%).
The plots shown in Figure 5.11 also show that the disintegration of bars exposed to MgCl2
happened at roughly the same expansion levels and after about the same length of exposure
irrespective of the type of aggregate used (0.31% after 146 days for Ottawa sand and 0.22%

































bars made with Ottawa sand after 146 days of soaking in MgCl2 solution. Figure 5.14 shows
the severe cracking and bending of failed mortar bars made with Ottawa sand after 257
days of soaking in MgCl2 solution. The specimens with Jobe sand had similar damage with
that of Ottawa sand specimens at roughly the same time.
Figure 5.12. Corroded mortar bars with
Ottawa sand after 146 days of soaking in
MgCl2
Figure 5.13. Cracking around steel stud in
the mortar bar with Ottawa sand after 146
days of soaking in MgCl2 at 80 °C
Figure 5.14 Cracked and bent mortar bars with Ottawa sand after 257 days of soaking in
high temperature (80 °C) MgCl2
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The 500 days expansion of mortar bars with Ottawa sand stored in NaCl solution was quite
similar (about 0.08%) to the expansion of both bars with Ottawa sand and Jobe sand stored
in DI water. The difference in the expansion of mortar bars with the Jobe sand (0.83% at
500 days) and Ottawa sand (0.08% at 500 days) after storing in the NaCl solution was about
0.75%. This provides evidence that NaCl is highly contributing to ASR.
During the initial 105 days of exposure to the NaOH soak solution, the rate of expansion
of mortar bars prepared with non-reactive (Ottawa) sand was much lower than that of
mortar bars prepared with expansive (i.e. Jobe) sand. However, once the soak solution was
replaced (at 105 days for Jobe sand specimens and at 120 days for Ottawa sand specimens),
both types of mortar bars started expanding at approximately the same rate. The additional
expansion resulted (after about 242 days of exposure) in development of the cracks in bars
with the Jobe sand (Figure 5.15) but not in the bars with Ottawa sand. This is perhaps not
unexpected as at 105 days the cumulative expansion of bars with Jobe sand was already
about 1.2% whereas that of the bars with Ottawa sand was about 0.15%. Moreover, the
mortar bars with either Ottawa sand or Jobe sand did not fall apart after about 500 days of
exposure. At that time, the mortar bars with Jobe sand developed about 0.87% more
expansion than those made with Ottawa sand.
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Figure 5.15 Visible crack on the surface of Jobe sand specimen after 242 days of
exposure to 1 N NaOH solution at 80 °C
5.2.3 The pH Values and Specific Gravities of the Soak Solutions
The soak solutions used to determine the pH values and specific gravities were collected
from the containers used to perform the modified ASTM C1260 test. These included the
soak solutions for the specimens with Ottawa sand and Jobe sand as well as the control
solutions kept in the oven but without any specimens immersed in them. The testing of the
soak solutions started after 398 days and 383 days of exposure for the mortar bars with
Ottawa sand and Jobe sand, respectively (i.e. it coincided with the replacement of the soak
solution) and continued for 104 days (i.e. to the age of 502 days and 487 days of mortar
bars with Ottawa sand and Jobe sand, respectively). There was another soak solution
replacement event that took place 55 days into the 104 days long experiment. The detailed
time line of the soak solution testing is shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16 Time line of the soak solution testing
As shown in Figure 5.16, the pH values and specific gravity (SG) values of the soak
solutions were determined every another day during the first 30 days after solution
replacement and then after 35, 42, and 49 days of exposure. Before the tests, soak solutions
were removed from the 80 °C oven using the 50 mL flask and were cooled down to the
room temperature (~23 °C) by placing them for one hour in the tap water bath.
The results of the pH value and specific gravity determination are shown in Figure 5.17 to
Figure 5.20. The horizontal axes of these figures show the time starting from the beginning
of the experiment (0 day) to the end (at 104 days). The vertical dashed lines shown in the
Figures indicate soak solution replacement that took place after 55 days of exposure.
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Table 5.3 shows the labels used in Figure 5.17 to Figure 5.20 to identify various soak
solution/mortar bar combinations. For example, the label OW indicates mortar bars made
with Ottawa sand and stored in the DI water, and JN stands for the mortar bars made with
Jobe sand and stored in the NaCl deicer. The dotted (symbol-free) lines shown in the
Figures represent the data for just the control soak solution (i.e. solution kept at 80 °C but
without contact with the mortar bars).











(a) DI water (b) NaOH
(c) NaCl (d) MgCl2
(e) CaCl2













































Soak Solution (NaOH) pH Value Determination






















Soak Solution (NaCl) pH Value Determination






















Soak Solution (MgCl2) pH Value Determination






















Soak Solution (CaCl2) pH Value Determination
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Figure 5.18 Comparison of pH values of various soak solutions
Note: The data point for each soak solution at 55 days (right after soak solution
replacement) was removed because it is the same as that of control solution. It also
makes the graph clearer to read.
The pH values of the DI water in contact with the mortar bars (Figure 5.17 (a)) were
observed to increase sharply (compared to the DI water without the bars (control)) during
the first two days following the replacement of the solution. The pH value of DI water in
contact with the Jobe sand specimens was slightly higher than that of the DI water in
contact with the Ottawa sand specimens. This may indicate more extensive leaching of ions
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The pH values of NaOH soak solution (Figure 5.17 (b)) has not at all been affected by the
type the mortar system (i.e. containing the Jobe or Ottawa sand) and was the same (~14)
as that of a control (no contact with the bars) NaOH. In the case of the NaCl solution
(Figure 5.17 (c)), a sharp increase in the pH values in contact with the mortar bars was
observed during the first two days of exposure. This increase was very similar to that
observed in the case of DI water. However, unlike to what was observed with DI water
specimens, in the case of the NaCl soak solution, the pH value of the Ottawa sand
specimens was higher than that of the Jobe sand specimens.
The pH values of the MgCl2 solution (Figure 5.17 (d)) in contact with either Jobe sand or
Ottawa sand increased slightly (to about 7 from the initial value of 6.43) while the pH value
of control MgCl2 solution remained nearly the same for the entire testing period.
The pH values of the CaCl2 solution experienced steady increase (from 5 to 7.5) for each
exposure period between the replacements. Furthermore, these increases were the same for
either of the two kinds of mortar bars (i.e. bars with Ottawa or Jobe sand). At the same time
the pH values of the control CaCl2 solution showed slight decrease (from the initial value
of about 5 in the fresh solution to about 3.5 in the 49 days old solution).
Figure 5.18 shows the comparison of pH values of all soak solution. In summary, the
presented data indicate the pH values of the DI water and NaCl soak solutions could have
been affected by leaching of ions from the bars into the surrounding liquid (this hypothesis
should be verified by chemical analysis of the pore solution. Unfortunately, due to
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difficulties with extracting even a minimum amount of solution needed for such analysis
from the specimens that have experienced prolonged exposure to high temperature, these
measurements were not performed during this study). Nevertheless, it is probably
reasonable to assume that the leaching of ions from the specimen was the likely cause of
the observed sharp increase in the pH values during the first two days of exposure of the
specimens to the  fresh solutions. The CaCl2 soak solution was also affected by the leaching
phenomenon, but its pH value increased gradually with time. Finally, the NaOH and MgCl2
soak solutions did not appear to be affected by leaching of ions from the specimens.
The results of specific gravity (SG) measurements of the soak solution are given in Figure
5.19 and Figure 5.20. In general, it can be observed that specific gravities of all solutions
(except for the DI water) increased slightly. The increases ranged from ~1.6% (MgCl2) to
~4.3% (NaCl). These increases of the specific gravity could be caused by either the
evaporation of the solutions or by combination of evaporation of the solution and
dissolution of the solid components of the bars. Even though all soak solutions were in the
tight covered containers, it is practically impossible to prevent some evaporation upon
prolonged storage at 80 °C. In addition, some evaporation was likely also taking place
when the lids were open while measuring specimens’ expansion.
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(a) DI water (b) NaOH
(c) NaCl (d) MgCl2
(e) CaCl2

































Soak Solution (NaOH) Specific Gravity Determination
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Figure 5.20 Comparison of soak solution specific gravity
In comparison with the other solutions, the increase in the SG of the DI water was much
smaller and thus, when plotted using comparable scale, the results appear as a flat
horizontal line. The very small changes in specific gravity of the DI water seem to indicate
that this type of exposure did not result in significant dissolution of the solids from the bars.
Comparison of various trends in specific gravity shown in Figure 5.20 reveals that there
were no significant differences between SG of control (no mortar bars) and test (with
mortar bars) solutions. This suggests that the potential dissolution of ions from the mortar
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5.2.4 Microstructure Analysis of Mortar Bar Specimens
The needle-shaped deposits of calcium-silicate-hydrate (C-S-H) were found in the pores of
the microstructure of the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to DI water (see Figure 5.21).
This might be caused by the large amount of calcium leaching out of the bulk matrix during
the prolonged exposure to high temperature. On the other hand, even though no significant
expansion was observed in mortars with Jobe sand exposed to DI water, traces of what
appears to be a mature ASR gel with the composition approaching that of the surrounding
C-S-H very few alkalis (due to freely available calcium) were found around the particles
of fine aggregate (see Figure 5.22).
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Figure 5.21 Deposits of needle-shaped C-S-H in the pores of Ottawa sand specimen after
502 days of exposure to DI water at 80 °C
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Figure 5.22 Traces of mature ASR gel trace around the fine aggregate particles in Jobe
sand specimen after 501 days of exposure to DI water at 80 °C
The prolonged, high temperature exposure of the mortars to the NaOH soak solution seems
to have also degraded the matrix itself, as evidenced by patches of altered C-S-H in the
center of the Ottawa sand mortar bar. As seen in Error! Reference source not found., the
matrix within the patch is completely devoid of calcium and appears to have been
converted into alkali-silica gel. This finding, combined with the expansion results reported
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in Section 5.2.2 provide a strong evidence of the damage that can take place in highly
alkaline environment [11]. Error! Reference source not found. illustrates another
example of what appears to be deposit of the “ASR-type” sodium-silica gel partially filling
the void located in the center of the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to NaOH.  The matrix
in the vicinity of the pore contains several small cracks and practically all of the sand
particles appear to be highly eroded.
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Figure 5.23 Altered patch of the cement paste (C-S-H replaced by the sodium-silica gel)
in the center of Ottawa sand specimen after 502 days of exposure to 1 N NaOH at 80 °C
Figure 5.24 Air void partially filled with sodium-silica gel at the center of Ottawa sand
specimen after 502 days of exposure to 1N NaOH at 80 °C
The prolonged exposure of mortar bars containing reactive Jobe sand to the 1N NaOH
solution at 80°C resulted in extensive ASR reaction both, near the surface as well as in the
center of the specimens.  The typical appearance of the microstructure encountered in these
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specimens is shown in Figure 5.25. The microstructure shows the classic features of the
ASR, including cracks within the sand particles, cracks within the matrix, and ribbons of
gel extending into the paste.
Figure 5.25 Microstructure of the Jobe sand specimen after 501 days of exposure to 1N
NaOH at 80 °C showing eroded and cracked sand particles, cracks in the surrounding
paste and gel extruded into the adjacent paste
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The SEM examination of the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to NaCl revealed the thin
layer of NaCl deposited near the surface of the specimens (see Figure 5.26). Frequently, a
layer of portlandite (Ca(OH)2) was located right beneath the layer of the NaCl. In addition,
many regions of C-S-H in the Ottawa sand specimens contained the elevated levels of
chlorides (see Figure 5.27). Finally, the microstructure of the Ottawa sand specimens
exposed to the NaCl deicer was found to contain numerous microcracks, especially in the
zones of paste between closely spaced sand particles (see Figure 5.28).
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Figure 5.26 The layer of the NaCl deposited near the surface of Ottawa sand specimen
after 502 days of exposure to NaCl at 80 °C
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Figure 5.27 Elevated levels of chlorides in the C-S-H located close to the edge of Ottawa
sand specimen after 502 days of exposure to NaCl at 80 °C
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Figure 5.28 Cracks around the aggregate particle and extending into the matrix in the
Ottawa sand specimen after 502 days of exposure to NaCl at 80 °C
Similar to the Ottawa sand specimens, microcracks were also found in “near the surface”
regions of the matrix of the Jobe sand specimens exposed to NaCl (see Figure 5.28). In
addition, the surface regions of the same specimens also contained layers of calcite (CaCO3)
as shown in Figure 5.29. Frequently, as shown in Figure 5.30, the pores present in the
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matrix were filled with the deposits of Friedel’s salt (Ca2Al(OH)6(Cl, OH)2H2O). Finally,
some of the aggregate particles in the Jobe sand specimens exposed to NaCl were found to
be surrounded by what appears to be a layer of mature alkali-silica gel infused with
chlorides (see Figure 5.31).
Figure 5.29 Layer of calcite near the surface of the Jobe sand specimen after 501 days of
exposure to NaCl at 80 °C
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Figure 5.30 Deposit of the Friedel’s salt in the matrix pore of Jobe sand specimen after
501 days of exposure to NaCl at 80 °C
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Figure 5.31 A layer of mature, chloride-infused ASR gel surrounding aggregate in the
Jobe sand specimen after 501 days of exposure to NaCl at 80 °C
The microstructure of the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to MgCl2 contained numerous
cracks (Figure 5.32). The matrix of these specimens seems to be low in calcium, but
contains elevated levels of magnesium and chlorides (see the EDX trace in Figure 5.32).
In addition, the deposits of calcium chloride (Figure 5.33), portlandite pseudomorphs of
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(3CaO•CaCl2•15H2O) crystals (Figure 5.34) and gypsum (CaSO4) (Figure 5.35) were also
observed in the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to MgCl2.
Figure 5.32 The altered (low calcium and elevated levels of magnesium and chlorides)
matrix of Ottawa sand specimen after 146 days of exposure to MgCl2 at 80 °C
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Figure 5.33 Deposit of CaCl2 found in the Ottawa sand specimen after 146 days of
exposure to MgCl2 at 80 °C
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Figure 5.34 Portlandite pseudomorphs of 3CaO•CaCl2•15H2O crystals in the matrix of
Ottawa sand specimen after 146 days of exposure to MgCl2 at 80 °C
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Figure 5.35 Deposits of Gypsum found in the Ottawa sand specimen after 146 days of
exposure to MgCl2 at 80 °C
The microstructure of Jobe sand specimens exposed to MgCl2 was quite similar to that of
the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to MgCl2 in that it also contained considerable amount
of cracks, deposits of gypsum and evidence of infusion of C-S-H with MgCl2 combined
with the removal of calcium (see Figure 5.36).
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Figure 5.36 Cracks in a calcium depleted matrix infused with magnesium chlorides of
Jobe sand specimen after 129 days of exposure to MgCl2 at 80 °C
The microstructure of Ottawa sand specimen exposed to CaCl2 shows extensive deposits
of portlandite distributed throughout the matrix (seen in Figure 5.37). Some of the partially-
hydrated cement particles located in the central area of the sample appear to be infused
with chloride ions (see Figure 5.38). At some locations, the cracking of the matrix was also
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observed (see Figure 5.39 with the cracks meandering around the sand particles). The
microstructure of the Jobe sand specimen exposed to CaCl2 reveals the deposits of
portlandite and a network of cracks, both located near the outer surface of the specimen
(see Figure 5.40). Figure 5.41 shows the partially hydrated cement grain located in the
center of the specimen with the elevated level of chlorides.
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Figure 5.37 Deposits of portlandite in the matrix of Ottawa sand specimen after 502 days
of exposure to CaCl2 at 80 °C
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Figure 5.38 Partially-hydrated cement particles showing elevated level of chlorides in the
Ottawa sand specimen after 502 days of exposure to CaCl2 at 80 °C
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Figure 5.39 Crack meandering around the sand grains in the matrix of the Ottawa sand
specimen after 502 days of exposure to CaCl2 at 80 °C
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Figure 5.40 Deposits of portlandite and microcracks in the matrix near the surface of Jobe
sand specimen after 501 days of exposure to CaCl2 at 80 °C
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Figure 5.41 Partially-hydrated cement grain found at the center of Jobe sand specimen
after 501 days of exposure to CaCl2 at 80 °C showing elevated levels of chlorides
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5.3 Analysis and Discussion of Phase 1 Results - Long Term High Temperature
Exposure
The experimental results obtained from Phase 1 of this research program show that there
was no significant differences in expansion of mortar bars with reactive aggregate (Jobe
sand) and the bars with non-reactive aggregate (Ottawa sand) stored in DI water for either
the short (28 days) or long (502 days) exposure periods. Similar results were also found for
the bars stored in MgCl2 solution and CaCl2 solution. On the other hand, significant
differences were observed in the expansion of mortar bars with and without reactive
aggregates stored in NaCl solution. These differences were evident for both the short and
the long exposure periods.
These findings imply that magnesium (Mg2+) and calcium (Ca2+) ions do not seem to
influence the ASR while sodium (Na+) ions seem to contribute to initiation/acceleration of
ASR. Nevertheless, when examined during the first 140 days of exposure, Ca2+ ions caused
higher expansion of bars than Mg2+ ions, irrespective of whether the bars contained reactive
or non-reactive aggregates.
Similarly, there was no evidence that chloride ions had any effect on the ASR when they
were supplied as a part of the MgCl2 and CaCl2 deicers. However, comparison of the early
age (up to 8 days) results indicates higher expansion rate of bars stored in NaCl solution
compared to those stored in NaOH solution. This implies that, when accompanied by Na+
ions, the Cl- ions may potentially accelerate the onset of the ASR. It should be noted,
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however, that the ultimate expansion over the long (up to 500 days) exposure period was
the highest for bars stored in NaOH solution.
Moreover, after staying at practically undetectable levels for the first 110 days of exposure,
the expansion of mortar bars with non-reactive (Ottawa sand) aggregate stored in NaOH
solution started to increase at the rate similar to that of bars with reactive (Jobe sand)
aggregate. This indicates that NaOH can cause ASR in nominally non-reactive aggregate
under prolonged exposure at high (80 °C) temperature.
The disintegration of bars exposed to MgCl2 happened at roughly the same expansion
levels and after about the same length of exposure irrespective of the type of aggregate
used. However, from the literature review, MgCl2 did not cause this severe level of damage
in the low temperature experiments, such as F/T and W/D tests. Combining these
information, one can conclude that MgCl2 would start to attack the cement paste under the
condition of high (80 °C) temperature after certain period time (~140 days).
In addition, an attempt to correlate the results of pH measurements and that of the specific
gravity (SG) of the soak solution with the results of mortar bar expansion did not reveal
any significant relationship except for the case of expansion of the mortar bars stored in
MgCl2. Nevertheless, the pH value and specific gravity of MgCl2 did not change much
before and after the replacement of the soak solutions, thus indicating the expansion of the
mortar bars in MgCl2 might not be strongly linked to the soak solution replacement.
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The results of SEM examination show that the needled-shape C-S-H deposited in the pores
of the matrix might be the results of exposure to the elevated (80 °C) temperature. In
addition, although no significant expansion was observed in mortars with Jobe sand
exposed to DI water, traces of what appears to be a mature ASR gel with the composition
approaching that of the surrounding C-S-H were found around the particles of fine
aggregate.
Portlandite and calcite layers were found at locations close to the surface of both Ottawa
and Jobe sand specimens exposed to NaCl (the results of leaching calcium from the interior
of the specimens). The evidence of the infusion of the matrix with penetrating chlorides
could be found in all Ottawa and Jobe sand specimens. In Addition, the deposits of
Friedel’s salt were observed in the matrix and pores of Jobe sand specimens exposed to
NaCl.
Although the SEM examination did not provide any direct evidence of ASR in the Jobe
sand specimens exposed to NaCl, the presence of the ring-like deposits around the Jobe
sand grains might indicate that these were originally the deposits of ASR gel which, over
time, assimilated calcium and developed C-S-H like composition.. Since the SEM samples
were prepared at the completion of the exposure period (in most cases about 500 days), the
composition of the old ASR gel shown in SEM-EDX would be similar to that of the C-S-
H [61]. In other words, the prolonged exposure test gave ASR gel more time in which to
take up calcium from the surrounding cement paste and develop C-S-H-like composition.
This phenomenon might explain the rapid expansion of the Jobe specimens at early ages
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(the first 8 days exposure) compared to the expansion of Ottawa sand specimens. In
addition, the NaCl is a neutral salt, which cannot continuously provide a highly basic
environment (high OH- concentration) compared to NaOH. This may be the reason behind
the practically negligible rate of expansion past the initial 8 days of exposure.
Cracks were found to form in the matrix of both, the Ottawa and the Jobe sand, specimens
exposed to MgCl2. These were likely the result of the chemical attack of the deicer on the
matrix resulting in the formation of large amounts of gypsum and non-cementitious MSH,
not the ASR. Interestingly, no deposits of brucite (Mg(OH)2) were found in any of the
Ottawa or Jobe sand specimens exposed to MgCl2.
Finally, deposits of portlandite were found in both Ottawa and Jobe sand specimens
exposed to CaCl2. The increased levels of chloride ions detected in both, the C-S-H and
the partially hydrated cement grains located in the center of Ottawa and Jobe sand
specimens indicate extensive penetration of chloride into the interior of the specimens.
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CHAPTER 6. PHASE 2 – LONG TERM F/T AND W/D EXPOSURE TESTS
The second phase of the research consisted of the F/T tests and W/D tests in an attempt to
simulate the field conditions expected in the areas with cold winter weather. The length
change measurements of mortar bars and microscopic analyses conducted during this phase
utilized the same methods as those used in Phase 1.
6.1 Details of the Experimental Setting and Analysis Method
The mortar was mixed and cast as per the procedure in ASTM C305 [60]. The dimensions
of mortar bar specimen are 25.4 x 25.4 x 279.4 mm (1 x 1 x 11 in.) and 50.8 x 50.8 x 50.8
mm (2 x 2 x 2 in.) molds were used to cast the cubic specimens for the compression test.
Three prism bars and three cubic specimens were prepared as a test set for each soak
solution. Once cast, the mortar specimens were covered with damp burlap/cloth and were
cured in the curing room (~100% relative humidity (RH) and 23 °C) for 24 hours.
After that, the initial length readings of the mortar bars were taken and both, the cube and
the bar, specimens were put in the container with saturated lime water in which they were
cured at 28 °C for 56 days. The zero day length reading and mass of mortar specimens
were taken after the 56 days exposure to lime water. After finishing the measurement, the
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pecimens were placed in each of the soak solutions. The subsequent length and mass
reading were taken periodically up to approximately 245 days or until specimens failed.
6.1.1 Freezing and Thawing (F/T) Tests
The proposed F/T test is based on a previous work by Janusz [59]. After curing in lime
water, the specimens were placed in the container filled with either the deionized (DI) water
or one of the deicing solutions and stored in an environmental chamber programmed to
maintain a desired exposure temperature.
The temperature cycle for F/T test involved lowering the temperature of specimens from
23 °C to -18 °C (at the rate of -41 °C/hr), and storing them at -18 °C for 11 hours. This was
followed by raising temperature from -18 °C to 23 °C at the rate of +41 °C/hr and storing
the specimens at 23 °C for 11 hours. One cycle took 24 hours and the specimens were
subjected up to a total 245 cycles (days of exposure).
The 24-hours long length of the individual cycles was selected in an attempt to simulate
the field exposure of concrete pavements (freezing during the night and thawing during the
day). The soak solutions used in the F/T test included the following: the DI water, NaCl,
MgCl2, and CaCl2. In order to make sure that the solution can actually freeze during the
test, their concentrations were reduced compared to the concentrations used in the W/D
test. Specifically, the concentrations of the deicers were as follows: NaCl = 14 wt%, MgCl2
= 15 wt%, and CaCl2 = 17 wt%.
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The experiment set of the F/T test is shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1 Summary of the specimens used in the F/T tests (Phase 2 of the study)
6.1.2 Wetting and Drying (W/D) Tests
The proposed W/D test is based on a previous work by Janusz [59]. After curing in lime
water, the specimens were immersed in DI water or a deicing solution in a container and
stored at 4 °C in a control chamber.
The W/D cycle started by immersing the specimens in the soak solution kept at 4 °C and
storing them for 15 hours. Afterwards the specimens were removed from solution, dried
with damp cloth and placed in a room (at 23 °C and RH = 45~55%) for 9 hours. One W/D
cycle took 24 hours and the test was up to 245 cycles (days). The mortar bars were
submerged in the deionized water (DI water) and three different deicers of nearly eutectic
compositions. These were as follows: 23 wt% NaCl, 25 wt% MgCl2, and 28 wt% CaCl2 as
the soak solution. These particular concentrations of the deicers were selected with a
roughly identical concentration of ionic species in each of the solutions. The summary of


















Figure 6.2 Summary of test specimens used in the W/D tests (Phase 2 of the study)
6.1.3 Compression Test
The compression tests as per ASTM C109 [62] in this study were conducted with Forney
FX-700 compression testing machine with a loading rate of 300 lb/sec (1334.5 N/sec).
After the tests, the peak stresses were recorded for the following analysis.
6.1.4 Microscopic Analysis
The microstructure of the mortar bars was examined using Aspex®LLC personal Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) in the backscatter mode in conjunction with Energy
Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) at the end of the exposure period.
During the F/T and W/D tests, the length and mass change of the specimens were monitored
and measured every 7 cycles (days). The compressive strength measurement was
performed at the beginning and the end of the test. The SEM analysis was performed at the

















6.2 Experimental Results of Phase 2 – Long Term F/T and W/D Exposure
6.2.1 Expansion of Mortar Bars in F/T Tests
The expansion and mass change of mortar bars in the F/T test are shown in Figure 6.3
andFigure 6.4, respectively. The specimens with Ottawa sand exposed to NaCl expanded
to 0.48% at merely 35 cycles while the ones with Jobe sand expanded to 0.38% at the end
of the test without apparent damages. The specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sands exposed
to CaCl2 expanded to about 1.17% and failed for measuring after 63 and 49 cycles,
respectively. The mortar bars with Ottawa sand immersed in MgCl2 did not have significant
expansion (0.03%) but broke after 63 cycles while the ones with Jobe sand expanded to
0.33% and broken after 56 cycles. The specimens with either Ottawa or Jobe sands exposed
to DI water were considered no expansion at the end of F/T test.


















Comparison of Expansion of Non-reactive and Reactive
Mortar Bars under Freezing/Thawing Cycles






Mass of the specimens with Ottawa sand exposed to NaCl increased 0.97% while it of the
ones with Jobe sand increased 1.87%. Although the specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sands
exposed to CaCl2 had nearly the same expansion at failure, the ones with Jobe sand
increased more mass (3.55%) than the ones with Ottawa sand (1.81%). For the specimens
exposed to MgCl2, on the contrary of the expansion, the bars with Ottawa sand had more
mass change (6.25%) than the bars with Jobe sand (4.97%). In addition, there were no
much mass change difference of the bars with Ottawa and Jobe sands exposed to DI water.
Nevertheless, both of their mass decreased to about (-1.0%) at the end of test.





















Comparison of Mass Change of Non-reactive and
Reactive Mortar Bars under Freezing/Thawing Cycles






6.2.2 Expansion of Mortar Bars in W/D Tests
The expansion and mass change of mortar bars in the W/D test are shown in Figure 6.5 and
Figure 6.6, respectively. Not like the specimens exposed to NaCl in F/T test, the bars with
either Ottawa or Jobe sand had little expansion of 0.02% and 0.04%, respectively, and had
not failed at the end of W/D test. The expansion results of specimens exposed CaCl2 in the
W/D test are not similar to those in the F/T test, either. The bars with Ottawa and Jobe sand
seemed not to expand but broke with severe peeling corrosion at the specimen surface. The
Ottawa mortar bars broke after 91 cycles while the Jobe sand bars failed as early as 63
cycles. The specimens exposed to MgCl2 showed larger expansion than the specimens
exposed to other soak solutions. The bars with Ottawa sand expanded to 0.62% after 154
cycles while the ones with Jobe sand expanded to 0.77% up 217 cycles. There were cracks
at the surface and edges of the specimens and led into broken with spalling. The expansion
results of mortar bars with either Ottawa or Jobe sand exposed DI water are similar to those




Figure 6.5 Comparison of expansion of non-reactive and reactive mortar bars under W/D
cycles
The mass of the specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sand exposed to NaCl only increased
0.92% and 1.41%, respectively after 245 cycles. The specimens with Ottawa sand exposed
to CaCl2 was corroded and lost the weight very fast after 35 cycles. However, the ones with
Jobe sand gained the weight at the first 42 cycles and lost 2.48% of weight after 63 cycles.
The mass of specimens exposed MgCl2 increased with the increase of expansion. The bars
with Ottawa and Jobe sand had the mass change gradually of 9.32% and 12.11%,
respectively. The mass was considered not to change for the specimens with either Ottawa


















Comparison of Expansion of Non-reactive and Reactive
Mortar Bars under Wetting/Drying Cycles






Figure 6.6 Comparison of mass change of non-reactive and reactive mortar bars under
W/D cycles
6.2.3 Compression Test
The compressive strength of cubic specimens under F/T and W/D conditions are shown in
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8, respectively. The “Reference” shown in the figures means the
specimens tested before the cycles start (0 day).
In the F/T test, the strength of specimens with Ottawa sand exposed to DI water is a little
lower than the reference strength while that of the specimen with Jobe sand is nearly the
same as the reference strength. The strength of all the specimens exposed to deicing
chemicals is much lower than the reference strength. Moreover, except the specimens




















Comparison of Mass Change of Non-reactive and
Reactive Mortar Bars under Wetting/Drying Cycles






Jobe sand. In addition, the specimens exposed to CaCl2 have the most difference in strength
between Ottawa and Jobe sand.
Figure 6.7 Compressive strength of cubic specimens under F/T condition
The strength of the specimens exposed to DI water and NaCl in the W/D test did not have
significant change when comparing to the reference strength. The specimens exposed to
DI water and the ones with Ottawa sand exposed to NaCl even have slightly higher strength
than the reference strength.  Moreover, except the specimens exposed to CaCl2, all strength
of the bars with Ottawa sand are higher than the ones with Jobe sand. In addition, the



























sand. However, instead of higher strength of Ottawa sand specimens in the F/T test, Jobe
sand specimens have much higher strength than Ottawa sand ones under W/D condition.
Figure 6.8 Compressive strength of cubic specimens under W/D condition
6.2.4 Microstructure Analysis of F/T tests
The SEM examination revealed the presence of severe F/T induced cracks around the edges
and corners of the specimens exposed to CaCl2. The chloride from the soak solution
penetrated the structure of the calcium-silicate-yydrate (C-S-H) at both the edges and
center of the specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sand as seen in Figure 6.9. Decomposition




























as seen in Figure 6.10. The high expansion of the mortar bars might be caused by this
expansive oxychloride phase. In addition, no evidence could be found to present the ASR
in this case when exposed to CaCl2 under F/T condition.




Figure 6.10 Decomposition product of calcium oxychloride found in the porous matrix of
the Ottawa sand specimen exposed to CaCl2 after 63 F/T cycles
Magnesium oxychloride (Figure 6.11) and Magnesium-Silicate-Hydrate (M-S-H) (Figure
6.12) with chloride were found in the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to MgCl2.
Portlandite (Ca(OH)2, CH), CaCl2 and MgCl2 deposit could also be seen close to the edges
of the specimens. On the other hand, besides the CH and magnesium oxychloride, the
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specimens with Jobe sand exposed to MgCl2 showed lots of brucite (Mg(OH)2) in the
cracks around the aggregate as seen in Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.11 Veins of magnesium oxychloride found in the Ottawa sand specimen
exposed to MgCl2 after 63 F/T cycles
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Figure 6.12 Magnesium-silicate-hydrate infused with chloride deposited near the surface
of the Ottawa sand specimen exposed to MgCl2 after 63 F/T cycles
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Figure 6.13 Brucite (Mg(OH2) in the cracks around the aggregates in the Jobe sand
specimen exposed to MgCl2 after 56 F/T cycles
The specimen with Ottawa sand exposed to NaCl had cracks throughout the whole sample
and had a layer of portlandite at the edges of the sample as seen in Figure 6.14. A layer of
portlandite could also be found at the edges of the Jobe sand specimen.
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Figure 6.14 Portlandite layer near the surface of the Ottawa sand sample exposed to NaCl
after 35 F/T cycles
Basically, the microstructure of the specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sand exposed to DI
water was very similar. The portlandite was found close to the surface of the specimens or
lining the pores of the specimens exposed to DI water (Figure 6.15). Microcracks could be
easily seen in the matrix between the aggregates (Figure 6.16).
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Figure 6.15 Portlandite lining the pores of the Ottawa sand specimen exposed to DI water
after 245 F/T cycles
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Figure 6.16 Microcracks in the matrix of the Jobe sand specimen exposed to DI water
after 245 F/T cycles
6.2.5 Microstructure analysis of W/D Tests
Similarly to F/T test, the chloride from the CaCl2 penetrated in Calcium-Silicate-Hydrate
(C-S-H) at both the edges and center of the specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sand.
Portlandite and calcite as the transformed from calcium oxychloride could also be found in
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both Ottawa and Jobe specimens. Figure 6.17 shows the intruded chloride with C-S-H at
the center of the Jobe sand specimen exposed to CaCl2.
Figure 6.17 Chloride infused C-S-H at the center of Jobe sand specimen exposed to
CaCl2 after 63 W/D cycles
For the specimens exposed to MgCl2, calcite was found in the Ottawa and Jobe sand




Figure 6.18 Gypsum deposit in the Ottawa sand sample exposed to MgCl2 after 154 W/D
cycles
The specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sand exposed to NaCl showed very similar
microstructure. Portlandite filled in the pores and formed a layer at the surface of the
samples. Some Friedel’s salt (Ca2Al(OH)6(Cl, OH) ·  2H2O) as an intruding evidence of
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chloride was found in the matrix. Figure 6.19 shows the Friedel’s salt and portlandite close
to the aggregate.
Figure 6.19 Deposits of Friedel's salt and portlandite in the specimen with Ottawa sand
exposed to NaCl after 245 W/D cycles
Comparing to the F/T test, the microcracks were fewer in the specimens exposed to DI





Ottawa and Jobe sand specimens exposed to DI water. Only few calcite could be found in
both Jobe and Ottawa sand specimens (Figure 6.20).
Figure 6.20 Deposit of calcite in the pore of Jobe sand specimen exposed to DI water
after 245 W/D cycles
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6.3 Analysis and Discussion of Phase 2 Results – Long Term F/T and W/D Exposure
In the F/T test, the damages of the specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sand were similar and
were mainly caused by F/T cycles. The expansion of the specimens exposed to deicing
chemicals is very likely caused by the considerable magnesium oxychloride and calcium
oxychloride (observed as portlandite and/or calcite), which are the expansive phase in the
system. The chloride could also be seen intruding the whole prism bars. The Ottawa sand
specimens exposed to NaCl failed at early ages comparing to the Jobe sand ones. Typically,
Jobe sand grains are more angular and have rougher surface than Ottawa sand grains. Both
microstructure of Ottawa and Jobe sand specimens exposed to NaCl has considerable
microcracks. However, the microstructure of Ottawa sand specimens was observed with
more severe large cracks, which might lead to break and fail the Ottawa specimens exposed
to NaCl at early ages.
Additionally, except the specimens exposed to DI water, all other specimens had mass
increased due to the chloride penetration and reaction between cement matrix and deicers
to form new compounds in the system, such as magnesium oxychloride, calcium
oxychloride (observed as portlandite and/or calcite) and brucite. The specimens exposed
to DI water lost the weight were caused by the spalling from the F/T cycles. Moreover,
there was no significant evidence of ASR in the F/T system.
The compression test showed that the deicers considerably affect the compressive strength
of mortar bars. The strength of the Ottawa and Jobe sand specimens exposed to MgCl2 was
lower 85.6% and 77.6% of the reference strength, respectively. Mortars have the most
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difference of strength of the specimens with different aggregates exposed to CaCl2. The
Ottawa sand specimens exposed to CaCl2 have much higher strength than the Jobe sand
ones. The reasons might be those specimens have denser microstructure and less chloride
penetration than the Jobe sand specimens through the SEM examination.
In the W/D test, chlorides were also capable to intrude into the center of the prism bars and
were more to less from the surface to the center of the bars. The specimens exposed to
MgCl2 had the most expansion than the specimens exposed to other soak solutions. This
expansion could be caused by the expansive oxychloride phase observed with SEM.
Moreover, the gypsum found in the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to MgCl2 might
contribute to the early expansion comparing to the Jobe sand specimens. Friedel’s salt was
found in both Ottawa and Jobe sand specimens exposed to NaCl. Additionally, Jobe sand
specimens had more microcracks than the Ottawa sand ones. The more microcracks might
lead to the little higher expansion of the Jobe sand specimens than that of Ottawa sand ones
exposed to NaCl.
In the compression test, similar to the F/T test, the specimens exposed to MgCl2 had the
lowest compressive strength. Ottawa and Jobe sand specimens exposed to MgCl2 have only
13.3% and 11.1% of the reference strength, respectively. However, it seems that NaCl
doesn’t affect the compressive strength since the specimens exposed to NaCl have the
compatible strength with the reference strength.
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The Ottawa sand specimens exposed to CaCl2 in the W/D test have much lower strength
comparing to the Jobe sand ones. This could be explained that the Ottawa sand grains close
to the specimen surface were corroded more severely than the Jobe sand grains.
Overall speaking, the more angular Jobe sand might be the reason that most Ottawa sand
specimens have higher compressive strength than the Jobe sand ones. The angular
aggregate grains more easily make the stress concentration in the cement matrix and lead
to form the cracks in the system.
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CHAPTER 7. PHASE 3 - EFFECTS OF DEICERS ON AGGREGATE ALONE
It has been mentioned in Section 1.2 that the past studies on the effects of deicers on the
durability of concrete were mostly focused chemical degradation of cement paste while
ignoring the essentially effects on aggregate. To address this shortcoming, this phase
focuses on the effect of chloride-based deicers on aggregates alone. The proposed
experiment is based on a previous work by Balachandran [12] and Struble [27].
7.1 Details of the Experimental Setting and Analysis Method
The aggregates used in this phase are the same as in the Phase 1 and 2, the reactive
aggregate (Jobe sand 20/30 gradation) and the nominally non-reactive (control) aggregate
(Ottawa sand 20/30 gradation). In the experimental setting, 50 g aggregates were
submerged in 100 ml soak solution capped in the 125 ml volume high-density polyethylene
bottles. The soak solutions are deionized water (DI water), 1N NaOH and three different
deicers of nearly eutectic compositions. The concentration of these deicers were as follows:
23 wt% NaCl, 25 wt% MgCl2, and 28 wt% CaCl2. These particular concentrations of the




Three different temperatures were used in this experiment — 4°C , room temperature
(~23 °C) and 80 °C. After immersing the aggregates in the soak solution in the sealed
bottles, the bottles were stored in the 4°C refrigerator, curing room (~23 °C) and 80 °C
oven for 80 days. After that, the soak solutions were dumped out and the aggregates were
rinsed with DI water three times. Then they were dried in the 80°C oven for three days and
cooled down for the final mass measurement.
The soak solution analysis after the 28 days of exposure includes measurement of the pH
value and ions concentration determination. The pH value determination was conducted
with the pH electrode calibrated with pH 10 and pH 4 buffers and verified with pH 7 buffer
at the exposure of 0, 1, 3, 7, 14, 28 and 80 days. Cations (K+ and Na+) and anions (Cl-)
were determined with, respectively, Atomic Absorption/Emission Spectrophotometer
(Varian® SpectrAA – 20) and ion chromatography method (Dionex Ion Chromatograph
with Ionpac® AS4A Analytical column) at the exposure of 0, 28 and 80 days.
In addition, the initial and final mass of aggregates were measured to determine the
potential weight loss due to dissolution. At the end of exposure (80 days), the optical
microscopic analysis was conducted with the Omano® stereo microscope with Optixcam
microscope camera (summit 3.0) and Optixcam OC View software (version 6.1.3.0). The
summary of the experimental matrix is shown in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1 Test sands and soak solutions used in the study of the effects of deicers on
aggregates (Phase 3 of the study)
7.2 Experimental Results of Phase 3 – Effects of Deicers on Aggregate Alone
7.2.1 Soak Solution Analysis
The notation in the figure legends is as follows: O = Ottawa sand, J = Jobe sand, W = DI
water, H = NaOH, N = NaCl, M = MgCl2, C = CaCl2, 4 = 4°C, 23 = room temperature
(~23 °C), and 80 = 80 °C.
7.2.1.1 pH Values of Soak Solution
The pH values of each soak solution are in Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.6. In most cases, the pH
values substantially changed before 3 days exposure. After 28 days exposure, the values
were relatively stable. In Figure 7.2, it can be seen that pH values of DI water with Ottawa
sand dropped to 5 or 4 from 7 while those with Jobe sand raised to 9 or 10 from 7 at early
exposure ages (less than 3 days).
Effects of deicers on aggregates alone



























In Figure 7.3, most pH values of the NaOH were between 13.3 and 13.7 due to the strong
basic NaOH itself. However, the NaOH with Jobe sand at 80°C could be as low as 12.9
after 80 days exposure. The trend of pH values of the NaCl was similar to DI water.
It is clearer that pH values of NaCl with Jobe sand increased after first day exposure and
then slightly decreased back to relatively stable values until 80 days exposure as seen in
Figure 7.4. In addition, the higher the temperature the lower the pH value for NaCl with
Jobe sand. However, except NaCl with Ottawa sand at 80 °C, others’ pH values started to
decrease and slightly increased back to relatively stable values until 80 days exposure.
Moreover, the pH values of NaCl between Ottawa and Jobe sand have the most difference
at 80 °C and the following are at 4 °C and 23 °C.
As for MgCl2 in Figure 7.5, the pH values of solutions decreased significantly after 7 days
exposure and then kept relatively stable to the end of test. For each aggregate, the lower
the temperature, the higher the pH value. Except 80 °C, the pH values of MgCl2 with Jobe
sand were higher than that with Ottawa sand.
In Figure 7.6, the pH values of CaCl2 with Jobe sand were higher than that with Ottawa
sand. In addition, the higher the temperature the lower the pH values. The pH values of
CaCl2 with Jobe sand at 4 °C was even slightly higher than its original value.
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Figure 7.2 pH values of DI water with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different temperatures









































Figure 7.4 pH values of NaCl with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different temperatures








































Figure 7.6 pH values of CaCl2 with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different temperatures
7.2.1.2 Sodium (Na+) Concentration in the Soak Solution
Sodium concentration as seen in Figure 7.7 in the DI water with Jobe sand increased more
than that with Ottawa sand. After 80 days exposure, the difference was about 46 ppm
between Jobe sand and Ottawa sand for each temperature. Additionally, the higher the
temperature the higher the sodium concentration.
As for NaOH soak solution, the concentration of sodium presented in Figure 7.8 came
down 2.5% (OH80) to 16.9% (JH80). It is also shown that the difference of sodium
concentration became more with the higher temperature. The concentration of sodium in
NaCl decreased at 4 °C and 23 °C while it slightly increased at 80°C. In Figure 7.9, it can



















sodium concentration of the NaCl with Jobe sand was lower than that with Ottawa sand at
each temperature.
The sodium concentration of MgCl2 soak solution in Figure 7.10 shows that the higher the
temperature the higher the sodium concentration. It’s similar to the sodium in NaCl that
the sodium concentration of MgCl2 decreased at 4 °C and 23 °C while it slightly increased
at 80°C. However, not like the sodium concentration of MgCl2 with Jobe sand was lower
than that with Ottawa sand at 4 °C and 23 °C, there is no significant difference of sodium
concentration in MgCl2 between Ottawa sand and Jobe sand at 80°C.
The sodium concentration of CaCl2 came up with the rising temperature as seen in Figure
7.11. It was even higher than its original concentration at 80°C. The sodium concentration
of CaCl2 with Jobe sand was lower than that with Ottawa sand at 4 °C and 23 °C and it
reversed at 80°C after 28 days exposure. After 80 days exposure, the results reversed and
the difference of sodium concentration of CaCl2 was less than that of 28 days exposure.
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Figure 7.7 Sodium concentration in DI water with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different
temperatures
























































Figure 7.9 Sodium concentration in NaCl with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different
temperatures
















































Figure 7.11 Sodium concentration in CaCl2 with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different
temperatures
7.2.1.3 Potassium (K+) Concentration in the Soak Solution
The potassium concentration of DI water with Jobe and Ottawa sand was very similar after
28 days exposure at each temperature. After 80 days exposure, the potassium concentration
showed more difference between Jobe sand and Ottawa sand at 4 °C and 23 °C and it still
kept identical at 80°C, which can be seen in Figure 7.12. As for NaOH with Ottawa sand,
the potassium concentration didn’t have much change after 80 days exposure while it came
up with the increase of temperature for the NaOH with Jobe sand as seen in Figure 7.13.
In Figure 7.14, the potassium concentration in NaCl with Jobe sand was significantly
higher than that with Ottawa sand. With the increase of temperature, the potassium
concentration of NaCl increased. MgCl2 with Jobe sand in Figure 7.15 had lower potassium
























higher the potassium concentration. The potassium concentration of CaCl2 in Figure 7.16
shows that the CaCl2 with Jobe sand had lower potassium concentration than that with
Ottawa sand. In addition, the higher the temperature the higher the potassium concentration.
Except CaCl2 with Jobe sand at 4°C, the potassium concentration seemed to slightly
increase after 28 days exposure.






























Figure 7.13 Potassium concentration in NaOH with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different
temperatures






















































Figure 7.15 Potassium concentration in MgCl2 with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different
temperatures



















































7.2.1.4 Chloride (Cl-) Concentration in the Soak Solution
The chloride concentration of DI water was very little as seen in Figure 7.17. Except DI
water with Ottawa sand at 23°C, others were between 5 to 7 ppm after 28 days exposure
and kept nearly constants to 80 days. The chloride concentration of NaOH with Jobe sand
at 80°C in Figure 7.18 increased most (42 ppm) and followed by that with Ottawa sand at
4°C (21 ppm) after 80 days exposure. Others were similar with each other around 4 to 7
ppm.
The chloride concentration of NaCl came up with the increase of temperature as seen in
Figure 7.19. The NaCl with Jobe sand had lower chloride concentration than that with
Ottawa sand at each temperature. The chloride concentration of MgCl2 as seen in Figure
7.20 also came up with the increase of temperature. It with Jobe sand at 80°C kept
increasing after 80 days while others lowered the increasing or decreasing rate after 28
days. The chloride concentration of CaCl2 in Figure 7.21 shows that there was no
significant difference between the soak solution with Jobe and Ottawa sand. Similar to




Figure 7.17 Chloride concentration in DI water with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different
temperatures



























































Figure 7.19 Chloride concentration in NaCl with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different
temperatures

















































Figure 7.21 Chloride concentration in CaCl2 with Ottawa and Jobe sand at different
temperatures
7.2.2 Mass Change of Aggregates
Mass change of the aggregates in Figure 7.22 (a) could be seen that aggregates exposed to
NaOH at high temperature lost most weight. The first three samples that lost most weight
are: Jobe sand at 80°C (-8.7%), Ottawa sand at 80°C (-1.9%), and Jobe sand at 23°C (-
0.9%). Figure 7.22 (b) shows more detail of other samples with larger scale. It indicates
that all samples exposed to DI water and NaOH lost weight while those exposed to MgCl2
gained the weight. In Figure 7.22 (b), it is evident that the Jobe sand lost much more weight
than Ottawa sand when exposed to DI water and NaOH.
As for NaCl soak solution, Jobe sand lost more weight with the increase of temperature.
It’s also found that even though Ottawa sand exposed to NaCl gained weight at 4°C and

























When exposed to MgCl2, Jobe sand gained more weight than Ottawa sand and the
difference of weight between Joba and Ottawa sand increased with the increase of
temperature. CaCl2 as a soak solution made Ottawa sand gain more weight than Jobe sand.
At 4°C, Jobe sand exposed to CaCl2 even lost 0.04% weight.
Figure 7.22 Mass change of aggregates at different temperatures:




















Ottawa sand @ 4C
Jobe sand @ 4C
Ottawa sand @ 23C
Jobe sand @ 23C
Ottawa sand @ 80C


















Ottawa sand @ 4C
Jobe sand @ 4C
Ottawa sand @ 23C
Jobe sand @ 23C
Ottawa sand @ 80C








7.2.3 Optical Microscopic Analysis
The images of the aggregates were taken before and after the test period. Figure 7.23 (a)
and (b) show the original Jobe sand in small and large scale, respectively, and Figure 7.24
(a) and (b) show the original Ottawa sand in small and large scale, respectively. In the
Figure 7.23 to Figure 7.32, the distance between every two reference black bars is 1 mm.
Comparing to the reference Jobe sand grains, the Jobe sand grains exposed to NaOH at
80°C after 80 days were less sharp around the grain surface. In addition, large amounts of
tiny fractured pieces of Jobe sand grains were observed as seen in Figure 7.25 (a) (The
thickness of the red line is 0.1 mm). Comparing to Jobe sand, the exterior of Ottawa sand
grains seemed not to change very much as seen in Figure 7.26.
Both Jobe sand and Ottawa sand grains exposed to NaCl as seen, respectively, in Figure
7.27 and Figure 7.28 did not have significant exterior change at each temperature
comparing to the reference ones. The MgCl2 deposit on the surface of Jobe sand grains was
observed more than that of Ottawa sand grains exposed to MgCl2 at high temperature.
Figure 7.29 and Figure 7.30 show the MgCl2 deposit on the surface of Jobe sand and Ottawa
sand grains, respectively. The CaCl2 deposit could also be found on the surface of Jobe





Figure 7.23 Original Jobe sand grains observed with optical microscope: (a) small scale,
(b) large scale
(a) (b)
Figure 7.24 Original Ottawa sand grains observed with optical microscope:








Figure 7.25 Jobe sand grains exposed to NaOH at 80°C after 80 days: (a) tiny fractured
pieces of Jobe sand grains, (b) large scale of the Jobe sand grains
(a) (b)
Figure 7.26 Ottawa sand grains exposed to NaOH at 80°C after 80 days: (a) small scale,
(b) large scale
0.1 mm




Figure 7.27 Jobe sand grains exposed to
NaCl at 80°C after 80 days
Figure 7.28 Ottawa sand grains exposed to
NaCl at 80°C after 80 days
Figure 7.29 Jobe sand grains exposed to
MgCl2 at 80°C after 80 days
Figure 7.30 Ottawa sand grains exposed to
MgCl2 at 80°C after 80 days





Figure 7.31 Jobe sand grains exposed to
CaCl2 at 80°C after 80 days
Figure 7.32 Ottawa sand grains exposed to
CaCl2 at 80°C after 80 days
7.3 Analysis and Discussion of Phase 3 Results – Effects of Deicers on Aggregate
Alone
The DI water as a soak solution in this test could be considered a reference baseline. The
Na+, K+ and Cl- concentration at each temperature in DI water with Jobe sand or Ottawa
sand were relatively low comparing to other soak solutions. It can be seen in Figure 7.7
that Na+ leaching out more to DI water from Jobe sand than from Ottawa sand and high
temperature promotes Na+ leaching. In addition, the pH determination results show that in
DI water Jobe sand was capable to increase the pH values and contribute a more suitable
environment for the development of ASR. The lost weight of Jobe and Ottawa sand
exposed to DI water could be caused by washing out the very fine aggregate when they
were rinsed.
The NaOH as a soak solution results in severe reaction with Jobe sand, particularly at high





of the Jobe sand grains and lots of fracture pieces fell from the grains. The pH values of
the NaOH with Jobe sand at 80°C have significant drop comparing to that with Ottawa
sand at each temperature. This result could verify the forming of the silicic acid, which is
a weak acid transition product when forming the alkali silicate gel.
Generally, NaCl is a neutral salt. The pH value of its solution is about 7. The NaCl solution
with Jobe sand has slightly higher pH value than that with Ottawa sand. Additionally, the
pH values decreased with the increase of temperature. That might be the reason that Na+
was consumed more in the lower temperature. Moreover, Na+ dominates in the NaCl
solution rather than K+ and Na+ is more active than K+. Therefore, the reaction between
Na+ and aggregate would be more critical than K+.
The Jobe sand in MgCl2 solution at high temperature would lowered the pH value more
than Ottawa sand. Therefore, at 4°C and 23°C, Na+ and K+ in MgCl2 solution with Jobe
sand were consumed more than that with Ottawa sand. This effect was not significant at
high temperature.
The CaCl2 solution has the original pH value of 5.2, slightly lower than the neutral (pH=7).
This environment is not considered to promote ASR. In the test results, The CaCl2 with
Jobe sand did have higher pH values than that with Ottawa sand. However, with the
increase of temperature, the pH values came down. Therefore, it can be seen in Figure 7.11
and Figure 7.16 that Na+ and K+ in CaCl2 solution were consumed more at lower
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temperature. Nevertheless, there was no significant difference between Jobe sand and
Ottawa sand for the ions concentration.
The concentration of Cl- in the deicing soak solutions came up with the increase of
temperature. For most cases, the Cl- concentration in the NaCl and MgCl2 solutions with
Jobe sand were lower than those with Ottawa sand. However, there was no significant
difference observed between Jobe sand and Ottawa sand in the CaCl2 solution. These
results imply that at high temperature the Cl- leached in the deicing soak solutions while it
was uptaken from the solutions at low temperature.
With the mass change measurement, it verified that the ASR happened in the NaOH
solution with Jobe sand causing significant loss of weight attributed to dissolution of silica.
Other lost weight of aggregate could be caused by the rinse process while the increased
weight of aggregate might be due to the absorption of the deicers by the aggregate grains
and the chemical deposit on the surface of the grains. In addition, since it is rougher on the
Jobe sand grains surface than the Ottawa sand grains’, it is easier for Jobe sand than Ottawa
sand to be washed out the surface materials, absorb the solutions, or keep the deposits on





8.1 Conclusions of Phase 1 - Long Term High Temperature Exposure
The mortar bars with reactive aggregate (Jobe sand) exposed to NaCl solution in the long
term high temperature exposure developed high expansion rate during the first 8 days of
exposure.
Portlandite and C-S-H with intruding chloride were easily observed in the Ottawa and Jobe
sand specimens exposed to NaCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2. Based on the results of long exposure
to deicers, it seems that only NaCl can initiate or accelerate ASR. Although, with the SEM
examination, there was no direct evidence that NaCl contribute to ASR, the C-S-H-like
rings surrounding Jobe sand grains could be considered as the trace of mature ASR gel.
However, due to the limited basic environment, NaCl might only be capable of initiating
ASR at early ages and could not stand for the prolonged test period.
Both mortar bars with and without reactive aggregates stored in MgCl2 solution fell apart
with similar expansion (0.25%-0.3%) after 130 to 145 days of exposure. This phenomenon
is considered to be caused by the formation of expansive oxychloride phase (magnesium
oxychloride or calcium oxychloride (observed as portlandite and/or calcite )) and the
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formation of large amount of gypsum distributed in the microstructure through the SEM
examination. There is no significant evidence showing the relationship between the results
of pH value and SG of the soak solutions and the mortar bar expansion results.
8.2 Conclusions of Phase 2 - Long Term F/T and W/D Exposure
The F/T and W/D tests in this study simulated the field conditions of cold weather
environment. The expansion results with the SEM examination explain the mortar behavior
and show the difference in the microstructure. The specimens exposed to CaCl2 had the
most expansion in the F/T test while the specimens exposed to MgCl2 had the most
expansion under the W/D condition. The expansion of the mortars was mainly caused by
the expansive oxychloride phases (observed as portlandite and/or calcite) formed in the
matrix and the F/T cycles. The gypsum found in the Ottawa sand specimens exposed to
MgCl2 was also likely to cause the early expansion. In addition, comparing the results in
phase 1, it was observed that CaCl2 deicer deteriorated paste in mortars much more at low
(-18 °C) temperature than at high (80 °C) temperature.
The mass of the specimens decreased due to the lost material of specimens while they were
suffered the F/T and deicing chemicals attacks. However, the intruding deicers also formed
new compounds with cement paste in the matrix and increased the specimen mass.
Therefore, the mass could be more at the end of tests (or when the specimens failed) than
that at the beginning of the tests with the compromise of the lost mass.
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Based on the microstructure analysis, there was no significant evidence showing ASR
during the test period. The difference of the expansion, compressive strength, and failure
time of the specimens with Ottawa and Jobe sand are likely the results of: the penetration
depth of the chloride, the morphology of the aggregate grains, and the ability to withstand
the F/T cycles and the attack of deicing chemicals to the cement matrix.
8.3 Conclusions of Phase 3 - Effects of Deicers on Aggregate Alone
Jobe sand and Ottawa sand as nominal reactive and non-reactive aggregate, respectively,
were exposed to three common chloride based deicers (NaCl, MgCl2 and CaCl2) at three
temperature (4°C, room temperature (~23 °C) and 80 °C) to see the effects of deicers on
aggregates alone. The results show that Jobe sand was capable to promote a suitable
environment for ASR development by raising the pH value and leaching more alkalis than
Ottawa sand in DI water.
The dropped pH values of NaOH solution with Jobe sand at high temperature verify the
forming of silicic acid in ASR. The relative low Na+ confirms the consuming of alkalis in
ASR. The mass change of significant loss of weight of Jobe sand also verified that the ASR
happened in the NaOH solution. It was observed with optical microscope that lots of tiny
fractured pieces of Jobe sand grains found after the exposure of NaOH at high temperature.
The Jobe sand could also slightly raise the pH values in NaCl but the temperature didn’t
help increase the pH values. Na+ was consumed more for Jobe sand than Ottawa sand. The
pH values of MgCl2 and CaCl2 solutions were lower than 7, which would not be a suitable
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environment for ASR. The concentration of Na+, K+ and Cl- in MgCl2 and CaCl2 solutions
didn’t have significant difference between Jobe sand and Ottawa sand. However, the results
present that at high temperature the ions of Na+, K+ and Cl- leached in the MgCl2 and CaCl2
solutions while they were uptaken from the solutions at low temperature.
In conclusion, it is evident that ASR is capable just between Jobe sand (reactive aggregate)
and NaOH solution whereas it seems not to happen between aggregate and deicers.
However, when comparing the results of NaOH and NaCl, it indicates that not only high
alkalis (Na+ and K+) are essential but hydroxyl ions from the high basic solution also play
an important role in the long term development of ASR.
The results of overall three phases conclude that mortars exposed to F/T or W/D conditions
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